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PART I

TUE DEVELOPMENT OF TEE

INDIVIDUAL INSTRUCTION SHEETS



I. PURPOSE AND SCOPE OF TEE STUDY

Practical problems arising in the actual experience

of the writer while engaged in teaching high school foods,

furnished the incentive for undertaking this study of

the use of individual instruction in high school foods *

classes. Early in her teaching career, it became quite

evident that the mass instruction she was using in her

classes was inadequate to meet the needs and capabilities

of the students because of their varied experiences and

interests.

The personnel of the foods classes was quite varied

as is shown in following paragraphs. In order to under-

stand the local situation, the following data is given.

The high school where the writer was employed for the

last seven years as a teacher of home economics, is a

union high school district, located in one of the wealthi-

est counties in the United States with an attendance of

approximately twelve hundred students. There is one

town of twelve thousand within the district, the rest of

the population living on ranches or very small settle-

ments. Some of the girls come from wealthy families

whose social position let them enjoy unusual opportuni-

ties. On the other hand, quite a. number of the girls

come from the familie8 of unskilled laborers in the oil

industry who make up quite a portion of the population.
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Because of the fact that the gir] enrolled in the

foods classes come from suoh varied social classes their

experience in food preparation is naturally not the same.

Some of the wealthier girls have had. a very limited ex-

perience in cooking while the very size of the families

of the unskilled laborers makes it almost certain that

the girls have had much practical experience in actual

meal preparation before they come to high school, a

fact of importance to the foods teacher. Moreover, some

of the grammar schools in the d.istrict require food

study in the seventh or eighth grades, while others do

not even offer a course in foods. Hence the writer

found in one typical class both girls absolutely inex-

perienced in foods and their preparation and. girls very

capable of preparing all kinds of food. This mixture

of these two widely divergent elasses naturally made

the matter of adaptation of subject-matter to the indi-

vidual student muoh more difficult.

Upon entering the high sohool every student is

given the Terman Intelligence Test. The following table

shows the decile range of the I.Q.'a of the entire high

school, approximately twelve hundred students, for the

school year 1932-1933, which may be regarded as typical.

The ninety-four students in the writer's classes have

been grouped in their proper deciles.
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Decile Ratings of Students in Foods
Classes

Deeile
Range olf I.Q.'s

of
entire high school

Number of students
in

foods o].asses

1 118-146 2

2 112-117 3

3 108-111 7

4 105-107 8

5 102-104 6

6 98-101 8

7 95-97 12

8 91-94 17

9 86-90 16

10 58- 85 15

From the foregoing table it is interesting to ob-

serve that over 27 per cent of the foods group had I.Q.'s

exceeding 101 whereas one-half of the total school popu-

lation was to be found above 101. Furthermore, of the

68 girls ranking below the median of the whole school,

31 gIrls had an I.Q. of 90 or below--a group which Trow

classifies as dull or backward)" In other words, the

girls in the foods classes were decidedly below the

average of the high school with one-third of them probably

incapable of pursuing the usual high school courses.

1. William Clark Trow, EducatIona1.Psycho1o, Houghton
Miff un Co., New York, 1931, p. 28.
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During the period devoted to individual work and

study in the foods class, great variance in the abilities

of the students to use books advantageously for study was

found. This difficulty frequently resulted in the teach-

er assuming too much responsibility. Many of the girls

seemed to have little knowledge of how to apply them-

selves to their task. For example, outlining appeared

to be beyond their range of achievements.

In a foods class particularly, the matter of atten-

dance is extremely important. Since the personnel of

foods classes in high school is composed of adolescent

girls there is probably a greater percentage of absences

in foods classes than in classes composed of mixed groups.

This means that make-up work was a pressing problem.

This was especially true here because the group of un-

skilled laborers, who make up a considerable portion of

the population here, are a shifting population. Because

the large conipanies f or which they work transfer them

frequently within the county as well as to other parts

of the state, this transient population had a tendency

to interrupt the continuity of the course.

There were varied reasons why the girls took the

foods course. Since foods was an elective subject, it

is probable that the majority of the girls selected the

course because they liked and. enjoyed the type of instruc-



tion offered. But at times the writer had girls who

were taking the course merely because their mothers

thought they should do so. Again, there were girls

placed in the class by an administrator at midyear be-

cause they had failed in some other academic subject and

the fiooda class seemed to be a good Udumping gromd, as

well as a means of earning one-half a credit during the

last part of the school term. Furthermore, students

transferring from other high schools were often placed

in the foods classes for partial credit either because

aoad.émic classes were already over-crowded or parallel

courses were not offered. At various times there were

enrolled in this course several married girls, who

either had to continue in school because of compulsory

school attendance laws or who wanted to complete their

high school work. These girls elected the foods course

because it fitted definitely into their needs. Girls

who were interested in beconing nurses or dietetians

elected the course because it was advised as part of

their training.

During the last two years there was such an increase

In the number of students electing foods, that new classes

were needed and formed. The writer has always felt that

one of the reasons why girls elected the course was that

they liked to eat the food prepared in the laboratory
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period. Moreover, the fact that many of the aforemen-

tioned unskilled laborers have been without employment

the last two years, with little or no income, probably

indicates that some of the girls choose the course

because they actually needed the food; hence there was

an increase in the total number electing the OOUr86.

As a whole the general attitude of students in the

writer's classes was that there should be no study, most

assuredly no outside assignments or written work of any

type. "Just cook the food and eat it" seemed to be the

standard of the students f or class technique. Since

this attitude was contrary to the purpose of the course,

this undesirable tendency on the part of the students

to regard the course in foods as just "cooking" had to

be overcome every year. Furthermore, students seemed

quite passive toward their education along this line.

Such excuses as, "I didn't know that was assigned" or

"I forgot we bad an assignment in cooking", were the

alibis for unprepared lessons. In fact many of the

girls had an attitude of "I don't care", knowing that

they were eventually going to drop out of school. This

lack of interest was more astonishing when it was learned

that many of these very girls were dropping out of high.

school to be married or were married shortly after leav-

ing school.
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Besides those problems arising from individual dif-

ferences of the students enrolled in these foods courses,

the writer was confronted with the problem of determin-

Ing the best teaching method to use for a class of junior-

senior girls in beginning foods which met daily for forty

minutes only. This class was made up of the same hetero-

geneous grouping as described in foregoing paragraphs.

Because of the shortness of the period, it was practical-

ly iipossiblo to start a laboratory lesson and. carry it

through to completion in this given period, and if the

summary could. not be made at the end or the class period

the entire- aim of the lesson would be lost, since many

foods would not remain in the same condition until the

next laboratory period.

There was still another problem in organization not

directly connected with the length of the class; namely,

that the time in olass was often not used to good advan-

tage by the students. Although d.u.ring the actual cook-

ing process there was time which the student could have

used for study or for individual work, some of the stu-

dents thought that this time should be used for visiting

with their friends. While it is true that attention

must necessarily be given to food which is cooking, the

actual cooking process does not require the undivided

attention of the student; consequently it was the teacher
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problem to see that this idle time was put to some valu-

able. use.

In teaching courses in foods oertain objectives

must be kept in mind. The nutritive requirements of the

body, and the quality and quantity of the foods which

must be consumed, to make the food supply adequate for

all the body needs to prevent ill health and promote a

high degree of physical fitness are so important that

they must be stressed along with actual food prepara-

tion. How to achieve the major objectives of education

particularly those of health, worthy home membership,

civic education, social activities, as well as the vital

subject-matter with such unrelated groups of varying

ability, social and economic background, led the writer

to search for a method which would aid in meeting the need.s

of all students in subject-matter neither above their

level of comprehension nor beneath in the point of dif-

ficulty.

A survey of' the field of individual instruction was

made because it seemed probable to the writer that it

would offer the best solution for her teaching problem.

L



II. HISTORICAL suR'rEY OF ATTEMPTS TO ADJUST THE SCHOOLS

TO THE INDIVIDtThL DIFFERENCES OF PUPILS

The recognition of the significance of indivi.d.ual

differences is a fairly recent development. Because of

this recognition, the viewpoint in curriculum construc-

tion and. methods has greatly changed. Modern curriculum

revision rejects the earlier assumption that there is one

uniform, logical course of study suitable for s.11 pupils.

It assumes that differentiation and not uniformity

should ehai?acterize the course of study for the secondary

school. This change in method is beat deseribed by a oon-

parison of the methods used in 1890 and. those in 1929.

The methods of the high sohool of 1890 are described in

"Vitalizing the High School Curriculum" as

Passive absorption of text-books--memorization of
facts as ends in themselves. Teachers considered
that their task had boon completed when they had
rigorously applied the logically organized subject-
matter of a static and academic curriculum. Ac-
cording to the Committee of Ten, reporting in 1892,
'Every subject taught at all in a secondary school
should be taught in the same way and to the same
extent to every pupil as long as he pursues it.

While the methods of the high school of 1929 are described

as follows:

*Empha5i5
is placed on learning through active par-

ticipation in life-like activities,designod to
develop desirable habiti, attitudes, arid ideals.
Instruction aims directly at achieving such major
objectives as good cItizenship, vocational off 1-
ciency, and. ethical character. According to the
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Curriculum Commission, reporting in
presence or absence of a subject in
secondary school curriculum and the
it is taught should be based upon a
capacities, present needs, and futu
individual pupi1s."-

1928, the
a particular
manner in which
study of the
e plans of

In reviewing the rnetlaods used. in providing for in-

dividual differences it was deemed advisable by the

writer to group those methods under six general head-

ings: coaching, promotions more frequently than each

semester, breaking up of olass organization for indivi-

dual work, departmentalized schools, adjustment rooms,

and differentiated requirements. Each of these will be

discussed under its separate heading.

1. Coaching

The Batavia Plan

Almost three decades ago, John Kennedy, the super-

intendent of schools at Batavia, New York, even before

measurements in education showed that the schools were

failing to adapt their instruction to individual cases,

promoted the plan or coaching and. encouraging laggards.2

In the Batavia schools the rooms were greatly overcrowded,

1. "Vitalizing the High School Curriculum", Researoh
Bulletin of the National Education Association, Vol.
VII, no. 4, Sept., 1929, pp. 180-181.

2. John Kennedy, "The Need of Individual Instruction",
National Education Association Addresses and Proceed-
ings, 1901, pp. 295-303.
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and since the rooms could not be divided, two teachers

were placed in one room. The extra teacher was to find

the weak spots and make them strong; thus the regular

teacher oould handle large classes. After fourteen

years of trial of the Batavia Plan, as it came to be

oalled, Kennedy felt that the plan had many advantages.1

Chief among these were the fact that there was no retar-

dation, grades were kept intact, there was no skipping

ol' grades in order to get on, order and discipline were

improved, there occurred greater expansion of the upper

grades and of the high school with more students going

to college, and a reduction of expense was noticed.

Very similar to the Batavia Plan was that carried out

in Mount Vernon, New York, under Williami Holmes.2' For

the slow pupils one hour a day was provided for special

help from their regular teachers, and each school had one

extra teacher to provide more help, thus keeping the class

system as well as individualizing the teaching and

adapting to individual differences.

1. John Kennedy, "The Batavia Plan After Fourteon Years
Trial", Elementary School Teacher, 1912, vol. 12, pp.
449-459.

2. William H. Holmes, 'An Example from Mount Vernon, New
York," Twsnty-fou.rth. Yearbook, National Society for
the Study of Education, Part II, 1925, pp. 32-38.
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2. Promotions More Frequently Than Each Semester

The St. Louis Plan

There have been several rather distinctly different

plans to help accelerated pupils byequent promotions.

Under W. T. Ia.rris, Superintendent of the St. Louis

Schools from 1867-1880, the school year was divid.ed into

four quarters of ten weeks each, with promotion at the

end of each quarter for those doing excellent work)"

In some of the schools there was promotion by subjects

as well.

The Elizabeth Plan

Much the same plan of promotion as that in St. Louis

was followed in Elizabeth, New Jersey, in 1886 under

W. 3. Shoarer.2 Pupils of equal ability and attainments

were grouped together in separate rooms. They were to

proceed just as fast as their work could be well done.

Promotion was based upon the teacher's careful estimate

of the pupil's ability to do advanoed work. The promo-

tion was made whenever the pupil was ready, not at a time

arbitrarily determined. The year before the report was

written sixty per cent of the pupils were given extra

promotions during the year.

1. Nineteenth Yearbook, National Society for the Study of
Education, Part LE, p. 11.

2. W. J. Shearer, "Grading and Promotion," National Educa-
tion Association Addresses and Proceedings, 1898,
pp. 441-448.
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The Cambridge Plan

The Cambridge Plan, so-called because It was used

in Cambridge, Massachusetts, in 1891, differs somewhat

from the St. Louts Plan and the Elizabeth Plan.2" In

the Cambridge Plan the last six years of the nine-year

course were so modified that there were two courses,

one for five years and one for six years. Special

teachers were employed to aid the pupils who were unable

to do their work in the required time and those who

appeared capable of doing the work in less time.

3. Breaking Of Class Organization For Individual Work

The Pueblo Plan

One of the earliest attempts at breaking up the

class organization for Individual work in the common es-

sentials in the United States was probably that of

Preston Search, Superintendent of Schools, at Pueblo,

Colorado, from 1888 to 1895.2. Some two thousand pupils

with fifty teachers in the Pueblo industrial schools, so-

called only to distinguish them from another independent

district, carried on the experiment under Search.3 The

1. Nineteenth Yearbook, op. cit. p. 14.

2. H. B. Alberty and V. T. Thayer, Supervision in the
Secondary School, D. C. Heath and Company, New York,
1931, pp. 94-295.

3. P. W. Search, "Individual Teaching, The Pueblo Plan",
Educational Review, 1894, vol. 7, pp. 154-170.
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aim of the Pueblo Industrial Seb.00ls was to prepare fox

the classical, scientific, and. polytechnic colleges of

the land as well as to fit them for the general demands

of life. The fundamental characteristic of the experi-

inent was the conservation of the individual. The pupil

worked as an Individual, progressed as an individual, was

promoted as an individual, and was graduated as an indi-

vidual. The efforts of the teachers were directed. main-

ly toward the advancement of the slower pupils. There

was no study outside the legitimate session, no assign-

ment for tomorrow, no marks or mechanical rewards.

Search felt that the following results were obtained

from this plan: the students' health was improved.,

they became better trained, more independent, and more

self-reliant workers, more work was accomplished, and

the work' was more thoroughly done, more enthusiasm was

shown in this work, there was less discouragement ap-

parent, there was little falling b the Wayside, and

the students were given greater opportunity for add.'i-

tional and outside work.

Bark's Individual System

However, the first to devise a definite technique

for individualized Instruction appears to have been

Frederic Buxk, who as president of San Francisco State

1. P. W. Search, "Individual Teaching: The Pueblo Plan,"
Educational Review, 1B94, vol. 7. pp. 154-170.
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Normal School, now San Francisco Teachers' College, in-

dividu.alized the instruction in the elementary depart-

nient of the Normal School in 1912 and. 1913.1. The tech-

nique was planned to overcome not only difficulties

which were encountered by the student teachers of pupils

who were not learning the lessons assigned. but disciplin-

ary problems as well. As a remedy for the difficulties

a copy of the course of study for each subject on his

program was given to the individual pupil who then pur-

sued his lessons at his own rate of speed. The plan

met with such great success and so many requests were

made for the material, that self-instruction bulletins

were printed and sold without adverting and with no

profit to the authors. These bulletins were sent to

those requesting them until 1917 when the State Attorney

of California ruled that it was not the function of a

normal school to publish or sell bu11etins.2 Two of

Burk' s co-workers used the plan as a basis for the de-

velopment of other techniques for meeting the individual

needs of pupils; these plans will be presented later.

Under the Burk System, accurate progress records of

1. Twenty-fourth Yearbook,op. cit. pp. 59-77.

2. Frederic Burk, "Breaking the Lock Step," National Edu-
cation Association Journal, 1924, vol. 13, pp. 13-i24.
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all pupils were kept and the statistical results showed

that children do not fall into homogeneous ability

groups.3 From a study of one hundred thirty graduates

it was demonstrated that under this plan time was saved

for one hundred of the number or seventy-seven per cent.2

The Winnetka Plan

Carleton W. Washburne, a member of the faculty of

San Francisco State Normal School, was sent by Bua'k to

Winnetka, Illinois, .a suburb of Chicago, to adapt the in-

divid.ual system to the schools there.3 At Winnetka he

developed a highly specialized technique with the funda-

mental principle that there are two kinds of curricular

material; first, the knowledges and. skills needed by

everyone, and second, creative self-expression and group

act1v1ty.4 According to Washburne, the pupil moves for-

ward at his own rate and checks his own advamoement by

objective tests or scales. If the pupils happen to be

1. Mary A. Ward, Grace E. Carter, Hilda Hdmes, and
Cecilia Anderson, "Data on Ability Grouping from the
San Francisco State Teachers College," Twenty-fourth
Yearbook, op. cit. pp. 154-159.

2. Ibid., pp. 168-170.

3. John H. Butler, "The Pioneer Burk School," National
Education Association Journal, 1929, vol. 18, p. 75.

4. Carleton W. Washburne, "Educational Measurements as
a Key to Individual Instruction and Promotions,"
Jou.rnal Educational Research, 1922, vol. 5, pp. 195-
206.
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absent from school there i8 no work for them to make

up; they merely begin where they left off. One never,

fails or skips a grade under this system; in September

he goes on where be left off in June. The length of

time each child needs in order to master the subject-

matter varies but the quality of the work remains the

same.

One-half of the day is given over to the common

essentials over which there must be mastery and this

varies from year to year only when new discoveries are

made in the essentials. The other half of the day is

devoted to social or group activities which provide op-

portunities for self-expression and operienoe in com-

munity living or group activity. This time may be used

for assembli.es of various types, business meetings per-

taining to school affairs, committee meetings (every

pupil serves on a committee) dramatization, field trips,

and so on.

In 1923-1924, a self survey of the System was made)

As a result of this survey the following conclusions

were drawn concerning the Winnetka schools: first,

ability grouping does not make adequate provision for in-

dividual differences; second, time was saved by fifty

,per cent of the pupils; third, there was an unusually
1. Washburne was advised by William S. Gray, Dean of Edu-

cation, University of Chicago, and assisted 1)7 & mem-
ber of his faculty, Mabel Vogel, a research worker
trained under Burk. Twenty-fourth Yearbook, op.cit .]Z8.
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large amount of time for socialized and self-expressive

activities with individual instruction given in the com-

mon essentials; fourth, the percentage of underage chil-

dren was only slightly higher than in schools using the

class method; fifth, retardation was probably decreased;

sixth, the efficiency of the tools were increased; seventh,

with the data available, the plan was no more expensive

than that of other types of schools; eighth, the teacher's

time spent correcting papers and keeping records was

somewhat greater than in the ordinary school but not so

large as in private experimental schools; ninth, students

were at least aa efficient in high school as those train-

ed under the class method.

The Dalton Plan

In 1915, Helen Parkhu.rst, in charge of a demonstra-

tion class for Dr.Marj.e Montessori at the Panama-

Pacific Exposition in San Francisco, studied Burkts or-

ganization. With his Ideas in mind, she continued an

experiment already started in a private school in New

York, and. in 1919 was able to continue her experiment

in Dalton, Massachusetts, hence the name "Dalton Plantt. 1.

Little or no interest was aroused In this country over

the Dalton Plan until news came of the work of Rosa

1. Helen Parkhurst, Education on the Dalton Plan,
G. Bell & Sons, Ltd., London, 1922.



Bassett who carried on the Dalton Plan in the Girls'

Secondary School, Streatham, London.L In the four years.

following, this plan guided the organization of schools

in England, Holland, lorway, Russia, Japan, China, and

India, and Miss Parkhurst's book, "Education on the Dal-

ton Plan" has been translated into twelve languages.

The Dalton Plan, the most widely known of all plans

for meeting individual differences, is a socialogical

rather. than a curricular experiment, the aim being to

socialize the school and keep it from becoming mechanical.

It differs greatly from the Winnetka Plan in that It

does not require a new curriculum but uses that which is

at hand. According to Miss .Parkhurst, the fundamental

principles underlying the plan are, ttFirst, Freedom;

Second, Cooperation and Interaction of Group Life, or

Community Living; and Third, The Proportion of' Effort to

Attainment, or Budgeting Time."2

In the Dalton Plan the pupil Is given a job or a

contract which covers the assignments for a period of

twenty days in all the subjects of a given grade. The

work of each subject is divided into twenty units ox'

problems. The "job sheets" are developed in advance by

the teachers of the various subjects acting as a group.

1. Twenty-fourth Yearbook, op. cit. pp. 83-94.

2. Twenty-fourth Yearbook, op. cit. p. 84.
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The day is divided into periods for individual and group

conferences. The duties of the teacher are to maintain

an atmosphere conduoive to study, to explain the details

of the assignments, to give information about equipment,

and to give special help when needed.

Instead of confining the pupils of a single grade to

one room, the pupils of four or five grades have access

to many laboratories and are permitted to go from one to

another, mingling and living within the school, while

engaged in school pursuits, just as the community outside

lives and works. It is impossible for an individual

pupil, individual teacher, or individual class under the

Dalton Plan to live independently of others. Here is

put into operation Dewey's theory that

0A democratic education is not merely to make an
individual an intelligent participant in the life
of his immediate group, but to bring the various
groups into such constant interaction that no
individual, no economic group could presume to
live independently of others.'-

Since every school has a stated time in which to do a

given amount of work, the work for each class is mapped

out in the form of a job and the individual pupils are

permitted to budget the time allotted for a month

(laboratory time) according to their individual needs

and difficulties.

1. Twenty-fourth Yearbook, op. cit. p. 85.
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The Dalton Plan is used. among other places, at

South Philadelphia High School for Girls. Lucy L. W. WIL-

son, principal, gives the following generalizations In

regard to the success of the Dalton Plan:

1 Tbree times as many children now use the
library; twice as many take out books.

2. The absent child is no longer an insolvable
problem.

3. The substitute teacher no longer is help-
less, even when born inefficient.

4. Reports are more frequent and less laborious.
5. Traffic and study hail problems have almost

disappeared.
6. More pupils are promoted.
7. Grades are almost uniformly higher. It is

more difficult--almost impossible--for the
lazy pupil to obtain a higher grade than he
deserves

In 1929, a research study conducted at The College

of the Cit7 of New York which measured the Dalton Plan

by the use of standard tests concluded that the Dalton

Plan succeed.s in teaching .sohool subjects to duller pu-

pils about as well if not better than to the brighter

pupils the relative capacity of the pupils being taken

into aOOount.2

4. Departmentalized Schools

The Platoon School

1. Lucy L. W. Wilson, uThe Dalton Plan; Why and How, Nation-
al Education Association Journal, 1925, vol. 14, pp. 181-
183.

2. Harold H. Abelson, "Achievement of Dull Pupils Under
the Dalton Plan," School and Society, 1928, vol. 36,
pp. 338-345.
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Although the first platoon school or work-study-

play school was organized in Bluifton, Indiana, in 1902,

the Gary System was not started until 1907.1. However,

the Gary System is more significant as an example of the

platoon school than Bluifton School or other platoon

school systems., even though it was not the first nor was

it founded for the same reasons as those in Pittsburgh

and Detroit which appear to be leaders in the field at

the present tline.2 The platoon schools were developed

in large cities to meet the needs of city children par-

ticular].y the ones living in congested districts who are

deprived of opportunities for work and play which are so

essential in a child's education, while the Gary System

was an original constructive piece of work by William

Wirt, "to use all the educational opportunities of a city

of all the time for all the people."3

In the Gary System, the school plant had in ád.di-

tion to the usual school facilities a work shop, a social

center, a library, and trade school. The year was divided

1. "Biennial Survey of Education 1926-1928", United
States Department of Interior, Office of Education,
Bulletin No. 16, l0, pp. 98-101.

2. Ibid., p. 98.

3. Elwood P. Cubberly, Public School Administration,
Revised Edition, Houghton Mifflin Company, New York,
1922, p. 317.
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into four quarters of twelve weeks eaeh, with eight hours

of instruction a day and with Saturday school. The

school also holds evening classes and continuation school.

The elementary school and the high school were under one

roof. Departmental instruction was given and. the pupils

were gathered into ability groups. At the same time

the plan provided for outdoor work, shop work, and class

work, thus doubling the capacity of the school. Play

and vocational work are the Important features of the

instruction. Wirt divided the day so that one-half of

the time is used for the study of the tool subjects, the

other half being given over to short periods of study

on the special subjects. If a pupil is slow in any sub-

sect, the time spent on that subject can be increased

at the expense of play, shop, or assembly. Saturday

school or summer work Is used for individual adjustments

wherein the needs of the pupils wore not fully met in

regular day school because of absence, slowness, and so

on. In this way Wirt developed a system of allowing

extra time for laggards.

In 1923-1924 an experiment was carried out in

St. Paul, not designed to test the platoon system which

St. Paul had. been using in some schools since 1919, but

to test arithmetic, spelling, reading and language.

1. S. 0. Hartwell, "A Side-Light on. Platoon Sohool,"
Elementary School Journal, 1925, vol. 25, pp. 437-441.
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After the results had. been tabulated, L. L. Everly

separated the grades of' those pupils in the platoon

schools from those in the ordinary type of school. It

was found that approximately three-fourths of the grades,

taken subject by subjeot, showed better academic achieve-

ment in the platoon schools. The building was used to

better advantage than formerly. The reasons given f or

the success of the platoon schools were that the academic

teacher was relieved of special work and that supervision

was better adju.sted In the platoon sehools.

Further advantages of the platoon school are report-

ed by Charles L. Spain, Deputy Superintendent of Schools

in Detroit, who believes that the pupil relieved from

the monotony, reacts favorably; the teacher is enthu-

siastic; and the parent takes his cue in regard to the

platoon system from the attitude of the child." While

Spain does not recontien4 the platoon school as a panacea

for all educational evils, ho does believe that the

platoon school contains many agencies and devices known

to be among the best current educational practices, such

as the encouragement of Individual instruction, of' group

instruction, of socialized recitation, of pupil parti-

cipation, of ability grouping, of measuring and of test-

1. Charles L. Spain, "The Platoon School--Its Advantages",
E1ementaiy School Journal, 1926, vol. 26, pp. 735-744.
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ing. The three "R'S" are as well taught in this system

as in any other with music, art, and nature study better

taught in the platoon choo1 which costs no more and can

acconnuodate one-third more pupiisJ

5. Adjustment tooms

For the Retarded Pupil

Working into individual instruction through his

intensive study of the causes of maladjustment, A. H.

Sutherland, then Director of Research in Los Angeles,

produced remarkable results in Los .Angeies.2 In 1917,

psychological research work was begun in the Los Angeles

schools. As the Binet tests were somewhat familiar but

group intelligence and educational tests were practical-

ly unimown, the preliminary problem was to "sells the

testing and follow-up program. After this was acoom-

plished. the needs of the child were discovered by stan-

dardizod tests. Ungraded rooms were established; the

purpose of the rooms was held to be "mental hygiene".

The maladjusted child was to go into such a room f or a

definite educational purpose, remain there until the

purpose was accomplished, and immediately be transferred

again to his regilar grade. "Uppr Adjustment" rooms

1. "Biennial Survey of Education 1926-1928", United States
Department of Interior, Office of Education, op.cit.p.98

2. A. H. Sutherland, "Individual Work in Los Angeles Ad-
justment Rooms," Twenty-fourth Yearbook, op. cit.
pp. 100-102.
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were formed for the pupils from. the fourth to sixth

grades and "Primary Adjustment" rooms for the pupils

from the first to third grades. To work his way out of

the adjustment room the pupil had to pass tests cover-

ing tne practice materials. These tests were not stan-

dard.ized and ware beyond the level of difficulty which

pupils of the corresponding grade could successfully

pass. However, administrative relations in this type of

individual instruction are difficult, for many prin-

cipals find little time in which to examine individual

children.

For th Delinquent

In an unnamed city of three hun&red thousand an ax-

periment was made to see if delinquent children could be

adjusted to the life of the community." From a study

of twenty-six hundred family case records of the Juvenile

C0urt, the worst boys were picked. To this group were

added the most difficult boys from the schools. A room

in one of the central technical high schools was given

over to their use. On tables were supplementary readers,

story books, and texts. No instruction was gl.von the

only requirement being that they keep busy and refrain

from annoying others. The results showed that

1. Herbert D. Williams, "PJi Experiment in Seif-Direeted
ducatton," School and Socie, 1930, vol. 31,

pp. 715-18.
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there was more marked improvement in educational age

when the boys were left to pursue their studies as de-

sired, than under the ordinary schoolroom conditions

with formal instruction.

For the Gifted Pupil

The gifted child and his needs have been studied

in Cleveland since 1920.1. Rapid advancement cnsses

were formed by taking the upper quartiles of the fourth,

fifth, sixth, and. seventh grades. Later all classes

were included so as to select the child before he learned

to become lazy. very child was given a chance to do

his best by being employed with work that ws edueative

because it was interesting and because it challenged

his capabilities calling for his best efforts continu-

ally. Enriobment was secured by many types of field

work, excursions, and trips.

6. Differentiated Requirements

With Homogeneous Grouping

Abi1ity Grouping in Detroit

Much has been done in Detroit by S. A. Cou.rtis on

group-testtng.2 The work was origin11y done to improve

1. Heiwy Herbert Goddard, School Training of Gifted
Children, World Book Company, Chicago, 1928.

2. Stuart A. Coutis, "The Development of Individualized
Instruction at Detroit", Twenty-fourth Yearbook,
op. cit. pp. 44-47.



the achievement in arithmetic by giving individual

lessons. With group tests and the emphasis upon indi-

vidual differences, a demand arose for an experimental

trial of a plan of sectioning on the basis of ability.

Intelligence tests and achievement tests, checked by

teacherts judgments, were used to determine the group

in which eaoh pupil belonged and the instruction was

modified to fit the group. Thus the X, Y,Z, plan con-

templates a differentiated course of study, with the X

group receiving an enriched course, the Y group the

regular course, the Z group only the minimum essentials.

This plan has been in operation in Detroit sInce 1920.

Courtis has shown that whether instruction is individual-

ized or not children of each level of intelligence as

shown in mental tests have a wide range of achievement

and very different rates of progress in any specific

skill." He has also shown that individualized instruc-

tion nearly doubles the number of cb.ild.ren making large

gains in the tool subjects and decreases the number of

children standing still or losing.2

Ability Grouping in Los angeles

1. Stuart A. Cou.rtis, Data on Ability Grouping from
Detroit, Twenty-fourth Yearbook, op. cIt. pp. 141-47.

2. Stuart A. Courtis, Date from Detroit, Twenty-fourth
Yearbook, op. cit. pp. 191-98.
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Additional work along the line of ability grou.ping

has been done in Los Angeles. Group tests were given

twenty-two thousand elementary school children in Los

Angeles and on the basis of the results of the tests,

the pupils were divided into X, Y, and Z sectior"

There were no adequate modifications of the ou.rriou.lum

available; so the research department of the Los Angeles

schools applied the methods and materials of the adjust-

ment rooms to determine whether the Z groups would profit

by their use. Sutherland shows the result in the follow-

ing quotation.

"After a six-weeks period of two hours' in-
struction per day, the educational retarda-.
tion of the Z groups (two) was reduced
thirty-two per cent. Among those children
retarded three terms or more, the retarda-
tion was reduced fifty-five per cent.U2.

Without Homogeneous Grouping

The Morrison Plan

At the University of Chicago High School, there

has developed under the direction of' Henry C. Morrison1

of the University of Chicago, a plan known as the

Morrison Plan.3 This particular plan might be placed
1. A. H. Sutherland, Ability Grouping in Los Angeles,

Twenty-fourth Yearbook, op. cit. pp. 47-48.

2. Ibid., p. 47.

3. Henry C. Morrison The Practice of' Teaching in the
S900ndary School," The University or wiicagoPress,
Chicago, 1926.



in several classifications, but it is so distinctive that

it seems advisable to refer to it separately. The pro-

cedure of the Morrison Plan is first to identify the

learning units, the pedagogical test of a unit is

"that it must be a comprehensive and signifi-
cant aspect of the environment, or of an or-
ganized science, capable ol' being understood
rather than capable merely of being remembered."

Then the Morrison Plan applies the tttnastery formula",

whichUpre_test, teach, test the results, adapt the pro-

cedure, teach and test again to the point of actual

learning."2

Since the "science" type of teaching seemed best

adapted to the writerts concept of the foods unit, a

description of this type is included here.3 The

science type of teaching according to the Morrison Plan

consists of five parts: exploration, presentation, as-

similation, organization, and recitation, each of which

will be discussed. Exploration is the period required

to ascertain the present experiental background of the

pupils as it is related to the new unit about to be

studied. This exploration may be in the form of a

written test, or oral quiz, or class discussion.

Presentation is the part wherein the teacher develops

1. Ibid., p. 182.

2. Ibid., p. 79.

3. Ibid., pp. 225-231.
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the understanding which the unit implies. This should be

followed by a presentation test to see if the meaning

of the unit has been made clear. Assimilation is the

period during which the pupils use the assimilative

material for the purpose of direct individual learning

of the unit; guide sheets are followed arid provision is

made f or individual differences in rates of learning,

interest, aptitudes, and needs. Students are encouraged

to go beyond the understanding required and pursue indi-

vidual problems and projects bearing on the imit. The

period closes when the adaptation has been made by appro-

priate tests. The next step is Organization, during which

time the class is brought together without books or note-

books to construct an outline of the problem in which the

student must express his understanding of the unit clear-

ly, not acquiring a new idea but expressing the knowledge

gained. In the Recitation period pupils are brought to-

gether to present their views of the subject, usually by

reciting on the unit in front of the class.

In the high school at Latrobe, Pennsylvania, a

comparative study of the results obtained by the mastery

technique and the daily recitation methods were made.1

1. M. N. Funk, "A Comparative Study of the Results Ob-
tained by the Method of Mastery Technique and the
Method of Daily Recitation and Assignment", School
Review, 1928, vol. 36, pp. 338-345.
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The pupils in American Democracy, a twelfth grade re-

quirement, were divided into four sections determined

by their I.c.'s and matched in pairs. Two classeswere

taught by the mastery technique and the other two by the

ordinary day by day recitation method, all four being

taught by the reporter who had been a student of Morrison.

His conclusions were: neither method of instruction pro-

duces a better score in objective tests; pupils can be

taught to organize equally well with either method of

instruction; pupils can apply information equally well

with either method used; the reading improves about the

same with both methods; those under mastery technique read

more extensively and read a greater number of types;

the majority of pupils prefer the mastery technique.

Wisconsin High Schoo].

The fundamental idea of an experiment in fitting

courses of study to individual differences and capacity

in the Madison, Wisconsin, high school was presented by

Harry Lloyd Miller and Dorothy Johnson in 1922)" p..

signments on various levels of integrating difficulty

was the distinctive development. 'n such a scheme the

common essentials came first, with provision for variety

1. Harry Lloyd Miller and Dorothy Johnson, ttDirecting
Study for Mastery", School Review, 1922, vol. 30,
pp. 777-786.
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and adequate practice to provide for mastery of these.

Mastery is thekeynote of the science type of teaching

although initiative, cooperativeness, and creative

ability are also aims of the Instruction. The class

meets as a unit; when there is a difficulty the teacher

calls the group together and the problem. is worked out.

Pupils who have mastered a unit of work are encouraged

to help the slower workers, not by telling the answers.

but by asking questions leading to the solution. Mas-

tery which can meet fair and searching tests is the only

goal.

By covering the basic assignment the pupil makes

only a passing grade or a "fair". For t1good° or "excel-

lent" the pupil must do not only the "f" work but must

do additional work with a mastery grade. In speaking

of 'this additional work, Miller says:

"It is necessary to remember always that, while
there are without doubt extra jobs to be done
in every subject, pupils should byall means
be allowed to specialize in the lines of their
interest and talent, and that mere additions of
extra work to the common essentials are no gain
unless they are clearly significant and related
and are, above all, further elaborations of the
conixnon principles set forth as a unifying basis
of work."-

The optional assignments should require keener analysis

longer attention, and a wider organizing view over the

1. Twenty-fourth Yearbook, op. cit. p. 54.
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fleid of the subject.

Maximum and Minimum Assignments

E. H. Drake reports that in Elkhart, Indiana, the

grade teachers gave to their pupils minimum and. maximum

assignments which differed merely in quantityJ The

maximum was expected of the more capable while the mini-

mum was expected of all. Promotion rates were increased

by the experiment.

The Contract Plan

The first mention of a plan actually called a con-

tract, that the writer has found, is that covering work

on Ivanhoe done by Inez Parshall, of Akron, Ohio.2

The work was given in the form of a job with sixteen

points. Preliminary study was outlined, followed by the

"fl" contract covering the core of the lesson which gave

the pupil eight points. Contract "C" gave the pupil

additional four points, while both the "B" and "A" con-

tracts gave an additional two points.

The contract plan Is used also in the Dalton, Win-

notka, and Morrison Plans. In the Dalton Plan the tijob

sheet'1 sets forth the øontract, giving the amount of work

which m.st be done within twenty days. Likewise, i the

1. F. H. Drake, "An Interesting Experiment", Elementary
School Journal, 1914, vol. 15, pp. 219-222.

2. Harry Lloyd Miller and Richard T. Rargçeaves,. The
Self-Directed School, Charles Seribnor a Sons, i#25,
New York, p. 72.
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Winnetka Plan the common essentials are presented by a

contract but the task must be mastered in this case and

not completed in a given length of time. In the Assimila-

tion Period of the Morrison Plan, contracts may be used.

Even in homogeneous grouping, contracts may be used.

Miller says that a contract

"ought to be, in so far as possible, a compre-
hensive and creative unit in which a genuine
and fruitful recognition of individual dif-
ferences may be realized."1

The contract method is not a method but a scheme

into which may be incorporated any or all methods of

teaching; it is really a differentiated long unit assign-

ment.2 The materials of 1nstrution are organized into

units, which are covered by the contract.3 Minimum es-

sentials make up about seventy-five per cent of the con-

tract, followed by additional work to care for the vary-

ing needs, interests, and capacities of the pupils.

Mimeographed copies of the contracts are presented to

the pupils. The contracts usually contain words vital

Harry Lloyd Miller, Creative Learning and Teaching,
Charles Soribner's Sons, New York, 1927, p. 28.

2. Note: Differentiated requirements mean varying the
amount of work to be accomplished in accordance with
the ability of the individual pupils of a. group.
Capacity work is encouraged through awarding of weight-
ed credit for quality or quantity or results.

3. M. Elizabeth Forrest, UThe Contract Plafl,u Journal of
Home Economics, 1931, vol. 23, pp. 842-846.
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to the unit, questions to be answered, suggestions for

doing the work, self-checking tests and answers, and

essential laboratory problems end. references. Frequent-

ly the contract states definitely that to receive a

grade of UC the pupil must complete the block of work

included in the main part of the contract, while for

the "B" and A11 contracts additional work must be com-

pleted. These are different levels in amounts only.

However, there have been attempts to make them differ

in levels of difficulty.1 As all pupils are started at

the same time, the teacher must direct the more advanced

pupils and urge the slower pupils so that work on the

contract will be finished by all at the same time.

At the University of North Dakota, Esson and Cole

working with units of American History compared the con-

tract method with the ordinary method of teaching.2

Their results show that the contract method was favored

over the ordinary method of teaching and was more success-

ful than the data sbwed.

1. Reported by Ruth Forest, teacher of home economics,
Corvallis High School.

2. Victor E. Essori and Robert D. Cole, "Effectiveness of
the Contract Method as Compared withthe Ordinar7
Method of Teaching," School Review, 1929, vol. 37,p.2?2.
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7. Summary

This review of the methods used in providing for in-

dividual differences shows that the early attempts for

provision were of two types: one in which the class

system organization was retained and the other in which

it was broken up. The coaching of laggards and extra

promotions for the more capable pupil are examples of

the former, while the Pueblo, Burk, Dalton, and Winnetka

Plans are examples of the latter. The platoon school,

a departmentalized school, was developed particularly in

cities to provide opportunities for work and play as well

as for study. Intensive studies of the causes of mal-

adjustment were responsible for the development of ad-

justment rooms, their purpose being mental hygiene, while

for the gifted pupil rapid advancement classes were form-

ed. Variations in the content of particular subjects

have been used to meet individual differences, an example

being the contract plan. This latter plan was chosen

for foOds classes by the writer as the beet type of in-

dividualized instruction to use because it is a means

of presenting to her pupils of little capacity subject-

matter that they can grasp and at the same time it is a

means of presenting to pupils of unusual capacity subject-

matter which stimulates them to full effort.
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III. PROCEDURES USED III INDIVIDUAL INSTRUCTION

Development of the Oripinal Contracts

In the summer of 1929, the writer in an effort to

solve the aforementioned problems arising from the indi-

vidual differences of the students in her classes and

the short length of the period provided, and after making

some study of the methods of individualized instruction,

decided that the contract plan probably was a means of

overcoming some of the difficulties which had been en-

countered. Since the contract assignment provided for

various levels, this should help in solving the problem

of varying abilities by giving a means through which each

student could proceed according to her ability and needs.

The more experienced girl could move rapidly over those

problems whioh she had. already mastered.. Assignments

could be written so that the absent student could make

up her work easily. Further, the writer concluded that

the wrong attitude concerning class technique might be

overcome because the contracts were more definitely

planned, and that perhaps class time would not be wasted

if girls had more definite individual instruction.

With only a single contract as a sample, the writer

prepared contracts to cover a year's study in foods on

the high school level. The contracts were made up for

varying lengths of time depending upon the particular
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topic being studied. Each contract was divided into

eight parts: first, a statement of the time to be al-

lowed on the contract; second, a statement of the objec-

tives; third, some keywords or words vital to the subject;

fourth, an outline of the subject-matter; fifth, assign-

ments, so-called but in reality only reference material;

sixth, a mastery test over the minimum. essentials;

seventh, requ.irements for each of four grade levels;

eighth, suggested laboratory lesson8. Copies of the

original contracts. will be found in the appendix.

(See p.161). The oDntracts were mimeographed and

placed in tI-s hands of each of the members of the junior-

senior foods class. The writer then explained to the

class that they wore trying a new method and that there

wou.ld probably be many difficulties. However, the pupils

were willing to try and the experiment began. But it was

soon evident that the contracts were not overcoming the

difficulties but instead were adding more complications.

This probably was due to the fact that the teacher her-

self was unfamiliar with. this type of contract work and

not at all certain of the procedure.

The weaknesses of the contracts were quite eviOnt.

The subject-matter outlines because of their brevity were

probably suitable for another teacher to use for a course

of study, but most assuredly not written so that a stu-
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dent new to the field could possibly use them advantageous-

ly. The mastery test over minimum essentials was of the

essay type examination, covering the material studied

but limited in its sampling and requiring too much time.

In place of arousing enthusiasm the contracts for the

various levels seemed to work in the opposite direction.

Most of the pupils were satisfied with a grade of "C",

probably because the requirements for the higher grades

were not made interesting or inspiring enough. Pupils

found it very difficult to use the suggestions for the

laboratory lessons and. to proceed without too much as-

sistance from the teacher.

The writer concluded that the only favorable out-

come of the yearts experiment was the definite outlines

of subject-matter and laboratory lessons.

Development of the Instruction Sheets

With her problems still unsolved, the writer return-

ed. to summer school at Oregon State College and was for-

tunate to be able to study with an instructor who bad had

considerable experience with individualized instruction

The contracts were analyzed, their weaknesses arid good

1. Mable B. Trilling, Professor of Home Economics Educa-
tion, Carnegie Institute of Technology, formerly of
the University of Chicago.

:.. ...
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points noted,. Then a more extensive survey of the field

of individualized instruction was made by t'he writer.

After this survey the writer felt that the original plan

of the contracts was satisfactory but the fault lay with

the manner in which the contract was written. During

the survey the writer reviewed an article by Ft. W. Sel-

vidge explaining different types of instruction sheets.L

From this study it seemed to the writer that the contracts

could be worked into instruction sheets which could be

used. to advantage by the individual pupil.

During the following year instruction sheets were

prepared by the writer. Morrison's influence is shown

in that at the beginning of each sheet was a pretest,

which was intended to explore the student's background.

The instruction sheets had five parts: first, the topics

f or discussion to give a presentation of the problem;

second, references which were more extensive and more

definite than those used in the contracts; third, labora-

tory exercises which all the pupils were to Complete;

fourth, the written exercises which were to be done by

all pupils; and fifth a section of extra problems which

were to be done after the required work was completed,

the pupils making their own choice of the exercises and

the number to complete, the grade levels being omitted.

1. R. W. Selvidge, "Types of Written Instruction Shoots,"
Industrial Education Magazine, 1929, vol. 30,pp. 235-6.
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Copies of the instruction sheets will be found in the

appendix. (See p.165).

Mimeographed copies of the instruction sheets were

placed in the hands of each pupil in the junior-senior

foods classes as had been done the preceding year with

the contracts. The weaknesses of the instruction sheets

became apparent as the use of them progressed. First,

the separation of the laboratory and written exercises

made them more difficult for the students to use;

second, the laboratory exercises were not definite

enough to allow the student to work independently without

consulting the teacher frequently; third, the amount of

written work proved excessive; and. fourth, the questions

were too general in scope and. failed to arouse interest.

However, the instruction sheets did have two advan-

tages: first, the references were in a usable form; and

second, the fact that the assignments were definitely

written out was indeed an answer to that report, U1

didn't know that was assigned." On the day the sheets

were first distributed to the class the time for the

written work to be submitted was stated. Even though

the instruction sheets had weaknesses, the writer felt

that they were quito an improvement over the contracts.

To overcome the difficulty of the subjective mas-

tery test, objective tests were formulated to cover the
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various topics included in the instruction theets.

These tests were patterned after standard achievement

tests in home economics. No copy of these early tests

was kept nor any record of the scores made.

Development of the Workbook

During another summer session, the writer selected

a course in cuxriculum construction; the professor giv-

ing the course was at the time preparing a chapter on

individualized instruction for a book and was interested

in the attempts of the writer." Due to the inspiration

of this coarse and the instruction received, the writer

decided to rewrite her instruction sheets, organizing

them into units.

A study of a paper by Billett further emphasized

the value of the unit plan.2 Billett1s report concerns

a plan by Thomas W. Harvey of the Memorial High School,

Painesville, Ohio, to ascertain the opinion of high

school students on the unit assignment, which is the most

widely distributed means for providing for individual dif-

ferences. The opinions were found, interpreted, and

critically evaluated. High school boys and girls of all

levels of acadein.c intelligence and application, whether

1. H. B. Alberty, Department of Education, Ohio State
University.

2. Roy 0. Billett, "High School PU.pilts Opinions of the
Unit Plan", Sohool Review, 1932, vol. 40, pp. 17-32.
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the subject-matter was geometry or English, regarded

the unit plan as an improvement over the traditional

recitation procedure.

Up to this time the writer had. given little thought

to the selection of units. The North Central Association

of Colleges and. Secondary Schools recommended a list of

units for foods classes which seemed to be worthy of con-

sideration. They were:

ft(i) why and. how to preserve foods,
(2) the body's need of food and the formation

of good food habits,
(3) how to obtain the best returns for money

spent £ or food,
(4) the planning, preparation, and serving of

meals including typical f:oods served at
different meals,

(5) courtesy, table manners, etiquette.'l.

These units were adopted by the writer with the modifica-

tions deemed necessary; for example, en introductory

unit seemed necessary 1' or laboratory procedure and the

unit on courtesy, table manners, etiquette 'was combined

with meal preparation units. The fourth unit seemed

of such length that it was broken up into three units,

one pertaining to breakfast, one to luncheon, and one to

dinners. A unit of work for special ocoasions as also

added.

1. "Report of the Committee on Standards f or Use in the
Reorganization of Secondary School Curriculum," North
Central Association Quarterly, vol. 1, No. 4, March
1927, p. 113.
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The course as finally outlined in the foods work-

book has been divided into eight units by the writer.

I. Laboratory Procedure
II. The Planning, Preparation, and Serving

of Breakfasts
III. Our Food 1eeds
IV. The Planning, Preparation, and Serving

of Luncheons
V. How to Obtain the Best Returns for

Money Spent for Food
VI. The Planning, Preparation, and Serving

of Dinners
VII. Why and How 'to Preserve Foods
VIII. Planning for Special Occasions.

About this time there were appearing on the market

many ttworkbookst for all high school subjects. This

name seemed to the writer' to be well adapted to the in-

struction sheets she had been developing in a meager

way. Further, a study by Hurd compared the conventional

text book with the special work sheet plan for physics

classes in fourteen high schools.1 Specially prepared

objective tests were used to estimate the pupils'

achievement for both plans. The results show that seine

schools favor the work sheet while others favor the text

book, but the margin is in favor of the work sheet, the

wor'k sheets being of value to help the pupil make a more

satisfactory achievement on a planned teaching unit, if

used wisely. In view of this, the writer decided to

adopt the name workbook" for her instruction sheets.

1. A. W. ilurd, tText Books vs. Work Sheets in Instruction,"
EducatIonal Administration and. Supervision, 1931,
pp. 661-664
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The writer, after deciding upon the eight units for

the workbook, divided each unit into several problems,

and each problem into several exercises. At the begin-

ning of the workbook are found the units into which the

course has been divided, followed by some information

given to the pupil, in turn followed by directions to

the teacher, explaining to both teaeher and pupil the

writer's plan for the use of the workbook. At the begin-

ning of eaeh unit are qu.estions to be answered by the

class in an exploratory period on which not more than a

half hour is to be spent. References are then given for

the unit as a whole.

After the preliminary material the girl proceeds

with the solving of the problems at her own rate. The

problems themselves are divided into two sections: in

the first, "SOME THINGS FOR YOU TO DO," every exercise

in this section is required of all students unless other-

wise instructed by the teacher; the seoond, "L'tKE YOUR

OWN SELECTION OF THE FOLLOWING," contains the optional

exercises which are to be selected only after the requir-

ed. work has been satisfactorily completed and to be done

while the slower pupils are completing the required

work. During the time spent on a unit each student is

required to select at least two of the optional exercises

of the unit and complete these by the time the study of
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the unit is completed. In the workbook the period, of

organization follows next in which difriculties which

have been encountered are explained and reports of

special studios or trips are made. Tbi is followed by

the mastery test.

There is also included in the appendix ( p. 169 )

a copy of an examination covering the year's work in

foods which has been validated by the upper vs. the

lower half method)" The reliability of the test was

found to be .90 computed by correlating the half scores

and correcting With the Spearman-Browne prophecy formula

The arrangement of the units is flexible, the teach-

er using them at the time sl-ie deemed best. The market-

ing unit in particular may be used as supplementary

problems to the other units. The points of choice in

the selection of most of the foods have been taken up

in the study of that partioular food.

In 1932-1933, as in preceding years, mimeographed

copies of the problems in the workbook were given to

the members of the junior-senior foods class. However,

two very definite weaknesses were noticed last year.

First, some of the students would write voluminously on

1. G. M. Ruch, The Objective or New-type Examation,
Scott, Foresznan & Compsriy,hioago, 1929, pp. 37-39.

2. Ibid., pp. 412-422.



exercises which could have been answered in a paragraph

at the most, even though the exercise had specified that

the work was to be done In outline form. This meant

that the teacher had. to spend much more time than should

have been spent in checking the written work. The

second weakness was that the references coming at the

beginning of the whole unit were not as usable by the

pupil as those had been in the instruction sheets.

Except for the weaknesses mentioned in the preceding

paragraph, it is the opinion of the writer that the work-

book as used last year in her classes was a very definite

Improvement over the attempts of the previous years.

The written exercises and the laboratory exercises were

not separated but followed in logical order. The labora-

tory lessons were more definitely outlined so that the

student could proceed independently without assistance

from the teacher. The questions in most cases were more

specific and aroused more interest. The extra problems

were more motivating than before because practically

every student selected more than the two required, while

with the contracts the students were satisfied with a

grade ofC The absent pupil was not quite so difficult

a problem last year because the lessons were in better

form for independent work. Very little difficulty was

met concerning the wrong attItude towards class tech-
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nique, and time was not wasted during the class period

as in other years.

To overcome the weaknesses of the workbook evident

from last year's use, this suimner the writer has revised

the workbook to include many charts and tables for the

student to complete. (See p. 61 ). The writer hopes

that the student of lower intelligence will be able to

follow these concise, plainly set forth assignments more

readily than those given last year. The charts are ar-

ranged so that very little time should be required for

the teacher to check the content. The specific references

placed at the end of each exercise should greatly simplify

the difficulty encountered by the student when the

references were all given at the beginning of the unit.

Conclusions

The writer does not mean to say that the workbook

has been a panacea f or all her problems, but it has per-

mitted those girls with more experience in food prepara-

tion to advance mororapidly than those without experiice

consequently not becoming bored with the repetition

needed for the less experienced student. The student is

given practice in assuming the responsibility of doing

her work at her own rate of speed, and thus developing

self-reliance. In using the workbook, the pupils are

trained to think for themselves, to judge independently,
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and to be critical, without which training democracy is

a farce, according to Join Dewey.- Hence the workbook

has helped the pupils help themselves in the larger ob-

jectives of education.

Fuxthermore, the eytra problems have enriched the

course for the more capable, pupil, while assignments

have been plainly set forth for the slower pupil. The

fact that with a workbook neither the lazy nor the slow

pupli can slip over things readily makes the workbook of

great value in the foods course, in which the subject-

matter is not only of vital importance to the health of

the student, but concerns common things of the environ-

ment with which she comes in constant contact.

A copy of three units of the workbook follow; namely,

The Planning, Preparation, and Serving of Breakfasts;

Our Food Needs; and How to Obtain the Best Returns for

Money Spent for Food.

1. o'nn Dewey, 'Some Aspects o± Modern Education, School
and Society, 1931, vol. 34, pp. 579.
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t. Laboratory Procethire.

11 The Planning, Preparation, and Serving of Breakfasta.

III. Oir Food Needs.

IV. The Planning, Preparation, and Serving of Luncheons.

V. flaw to Obtain the Best Returns for Money Sp.nt for Food.

VI The Planning, Preparation, and Serving of Dinners.

VII. lVhy and How to Preserve Foods.

VIII. Planning for Special Occasions.

Greer, Cerlotta C., Foods end Home Making.
Boston Allyn and Bacon, 1928.

Harris, Jessie W. end Lacey, Elizabeth V., Everyday Foods.
New York: Houghton Mifflin Coapany, 1927.

Tinii, Faith R., MoKay, flughina, Zuill, Frances, The Family's
Food. Philadelphia: J. B. Lippineott Co., 1931.
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TO THE PUPIL

Every girl we.nts to baaw something about preparing food for

her family. This workbook will help you answer many questions

about foods for you to eat daily as well as how to buy them at the

lowest cost. The ability to serve a meal graoofully is an accomplish-

ment which every girl oa attain. It is also an asset for a girl to

appear well in her home and in social gatherings. As you follow

through this workbook, you will learn those aocontplishmenta and

have opportunity to practice both at home and at school.

The workbook has been divided into eight units, each unit

divided into several problems, the problems in turn being divided

into several exercises. That part of the problem which is oalled

"SOM THINGS FOR YOU TO DO" is to be completed by all students. In

the section "MAKE YOUR OTN SELECTION OF THE FOLLOV!ING" choose those

problems which you want to do bttt do not start them until after the

required work has been satisfactorily completed. During the time

spent on the unit every student is to select at least two of the op-

tional exercises from all of those given in the problems of the

unit This work should be completed by the tim. the class work on

the unit is done. Class time will be given for reports of trips

and there will be time also to report the special studies you have

made.

At the beginning of each unit there are a niDuber of questions

which will be diaouased by the class. Following are references in

which all the material covered in the unit will be found. After the
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class discussion each stiant will work the problems in the required

seat ion at her most effioleirt speed. tVhen the required work has

been oompleteci the class will discuss the difficulties which have

been found, which will be followed by the mastery test.

Some suggestions to help you in your work:

1. Read the problem and. have a clear understanding of it.

2. Study your text book concerning the particular problem. Then read
as many of the other references as you can to your informa-
tion clearer.

3 Confer with the teacher before undertaking the laboratory work on
each problem.

4. When ready for the laboratory work, assembl. all the materials
which are to be used.. Follow directions carefully, note sug-
gestions whioh have been made by the teacher.

5. Charts and outlines have been given to help you. Follow these
closely.

6. Posters, plays, poems, etc., are always good in expressing mdi-
vidual ideas.

7. Should you at any time have a worthy problem which you would
like to solve in place of one given, present it to your teacher
and if suitable it may be substituted.
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TO T TECEER

The material in this workbook is only suggestive to the teacher,

other problems may be added. Any text on the subject of high

sohool foods may be used in conneotion with this workbook. The sub-

ject-matter has been divided into units, ohosen after a survey of

the newest text books in the field. These units may be given in

any order desired, problems may be ommitted, or the materiel may

be used in another unit For example, the writer usually teahee

ste.fldeX4. sires of cans when the 01588 is studying the onnning of

fruit In Unit V, dealing with food purchasing, no attempt has

been made to cover the whole field but the problems are to be tised

in connection with other units as supplementary information. In

the study of each type of food information of the purchasing has been

included.

The units are broken up into a series of problems, each problem

being divided into two distinct parts; first, 5S0)AE TBINGS FOR YOU

TO DO "which is to be done by all students; second, M&W1I YOUR OV!N

3LECTION OF ThE FOLLOWTNGw from which the student makes her ovr.t*

selection.

To use the workbook:

1. Present the unit to the class by discussing briefly such
questions as are found at the beginning of each unit.
This will determine the pupils' knowledge of the unit as
well as give an idea of the problems involved in the unit.

2. Discuss the various references, showing the book to the
class so they will become familiar with the types of
references in each.

3. The student is then ready to start work on the problems
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at her awn speed. As soon as she completes the required
work satisfactory to the teacher 8he makes her own selec-
tion of the optional exercises at the end of the problems.

4. It is suggested tKat from the hole unit two exercises
from those in the seetiofl8 aVA YOUR OWN SELECTION OF
TBE FOLLOWING" be required from every studemt as a means
of developing organization abilities and self-reliance.

5. At times deemed necessary have class discussions or reci-
tations to serve as a period of organization. Follow
this with a mastery test.

6. Class time should be allowed either at the end of the unit
or at other desirable times fer reports of the optional
studies whioh have been made.

7. As a suggestion concerning the laboratory lessous, careful
supervision of the class so that each nnber 'will be ready
for the laboratory lessons at aboul the same time will
overcome any difficulties arising because of perishable
supplies.

8 Devise some method of checking home work and give pupils
credit for it.
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UNIT II. THE PlANNING, PREPARATION, AND SERVING OF Bk1P1$TS

TOPICS FOR CLASS DISCUSSION

1. What foods are usually eaten at breakfast? Are these the same
all the year?

2. Why is it that some families lmi-e potatoes, meat, pancakes,
airup, coffee, and sometimes many other things for breakfast?

3. Do all the members of your family eat the same food for break-
fast?

4. There are girls who get up just in time to get dressed and dash
to school without any breakfast, but we seldom hear of boys play-
ing this trick on themselves. What about you?

5 Lf you were having breakfast at a restaurant, which menu among taie
following would you choose from those costing the same? Why?

25 Cents

Waffles or Hot Cakes
with

Sirup Coffee

5 Cents

Choice of

25 Cents

Choice of Fruit
with

Toast and Coffee

35 Cents

Tomato, Pineapple, or Grape- Waffle or Hot Cakes
fruit Juice With Ham, Bacon, or Sausage

Oatmeal or Cream of Wheat Sirup Coffee
Toast and Coffee

40 Cents 40 Cents

Orange Juice Waffle or Hot Cakes
Two Eggs any style with
Toast and Coffee Two Fried Eggs Coffee
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Bailey Meal Planning and Table Service

Bailey Foode Preparation end Serving, pp. 25-13

Bogtrb Nutrition and Physical Fitness, Part IV

Blinks arid Moore FOod Purohasing for the Eome

Cooper, Barber, and
Mitchell Nutrition in Health and Disease, Part II

Donhain Marketing and Housework Manual

Greer Foods and Rome Making, pp. 1-140

Harris and Lacey Everyday Foods, pp. 1-70; 273-296; 353-382

Molay and
Zuill The Family's Food

Matthews Elenexbary Home Beenomics, pp. 96-136; 154-164

Monroe and Stratton Food Buying and Our Markets

Rose

Rose

Sherman

Willard and Gillett

Ward

cook Books

Feeding the Family

Fomdtions of Nutrition, Ch. XI

Food Peduots, Chapters III, V, VII, 11

Dbtetics for High Schools

neyc1opedS.a of FOods
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UNIT II.
Problem 1. Your Brealdast Fruit.

Name some fruits you have had this week.

What is your favorite fruit?

Why?

What was the most expensive fruit you ate this week?_______________

SOME THINGS FOR YOU TO DO

I. Using the table of food values in your text complete the follow-
ing chart:

Calories % of the
Measure of per Vitamins daily requirement

( I fl 7'4t.,

-

w1
jfr1

1. Which of the above fruits would be valuable in the diet of
the underweight high sohool girl?___________________________

Why?

Of the overweight girl?

Why?
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2. Would you obtain more Vitamin C from fresh or dried fruit?

3. Which of the fruit8 wi]]. furnish the best proportions of all
three minerals?________________________________________________

4. List three fruits richest in
Calcium Phosphorous Iron

(1). (1__________________ (1).

(2 (2________________

(3) (3)

5. Of what value are fruits for constipation?_________________

6. Which fruit would you give a baby in the first year?_______
Whr?

References
Greer, pp. 31-37; 41; 600-609
Harris and Lacey, pp. 8-14; 488-493
Lemxnan, McKay, Zulu, pp. 6; 44-45; 66; 76-78
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II. Visit your family's
market1 list 10 fruits in season and fill

in the spaces below.

Cost as

*1iponess, firmness, color, size, freshness.

Comment: Whioh do you consider is the best selection if you
have twenty-five cents to spend for the day's fruit for your
family?

Why?

References
Greer, pp. 7-12
Harris and Laoey, p. 14
Lannian, McKay, Zuill, pp. 304-308
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III. How much of the above fruit would it be advisable for you to
buy at one time for your fantily? Number iz your fsiuily.______
How would you care for it at home?

Ajnouxrb to

Tihat points influenced you in makixg your decision as to
the ainount of fruit to buy for your faintly?

a.

b.

0.

References
Greer, pp. 12-14
Harris and Lacey, p. 14:
Lanman, McKay, Zuill, pp. 220-226
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IV. Determine the differences in coat of the edible portion of large,
tedium, and small prunes.

Follow the procedure outlined in Greer, ttFoods and some
1aking", p. 43, Experime 3. Thbulate your resmits as fo11ows

p,.flh1 Mi1(um Small

Size of primes

Nunber in a pound

Cost per pound

Weight of the seeds

Weight of edible portion

Cost per pound edible portioz

1. Which prunes would you buy to use for breakfast?___________

Why?

2. Which size would you buy if you were going to make a prune

cake? Why?_______________________________

V. If you were to use the following fruits for breakfast in what way
would you serve them?

Method of
serving Apples Oranges Bananas

(i
(2

(3)

1. 'Wmt fruit may be prepared in the evening to serve the next
morning for breakfast?___________________________________

2. If you were serving a whole peach for breakfast what kind of
a uapkin would it be advisable for you to use?______________

3. Describe a new way you have learned to servo cantaloupe.
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References
Greer, ip. 14-17
Harris and Lacey, pp. 14-15; 357-358

McKay, Zuill, pp. 153-155

VI. After disousion with your teacher prepare a fresh seasonable
fruit as you would prepare and serve it at breakfast.

Describe your method._____________________________________

VII. Irrvestigate the cooking of apples.

M$ha d 1t4 nn' (1

Utensils
needed

Preparation
of

fruit________________
Adding --
the
inrediea
hsre

cooked

When
done

1. Vthy is sugar added after cooking the apples for sauce?

2. How would you cook pears to retain their shape?

3. What are the desirable characteristics for

a. a baked apple_____________________________________
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b. apple sauce

c. apple compote_____________________________________________

Ref eranoes.

Greer, pp. 21-29

Harris and Lacey, pp. 15-17; 358-359
Le.rman, Iay Zu.ill, pp. 3.55-UG

VIII. There are many varieties of apples on the market. Each stu-
dent. will prepare apple sauce and bake an apple of one variety.
Compare results and mark with a plus sign those which you con-
sider are good for sauce, for baking, for dessert.

Reference
Blinks and Moore, "Food Purchasing for the Home", pp. 157-161.

IX. Cook a serving of dried fruit, desiated by the teacher, to
be served as the breakfast fruit after you have listed the
steps in the process with reasons for each.

(1

(2)

(3)
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State another way of cooking dried fruit._____________________

References
Greer, pp. 46-47
Harril and Lacey, pp. 16-17; 35)-36O
Lamnan, MoKay, Zuill, pp. 166-157

MAKE YOUR OWN SEICTION OF THE FOLLING

X. Keep a record for the week of the fruit served in your hone.
Fill in the fruit.

XI. List five fruits whiCh are available and reasonable in oost in
each season.
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XII. Describe briefly three wrs new to you for preps.rim oranges for
brealdast.

(1).

(2).

(3).

XIII. Select a fruit and explain its specific value in the diet.

XIV. Conduct an experiment which will show whether or not it is
advisable to soak dried fruit over night.

a. Weigh out two portions of a selected dried fruit, one-
fourth pound each.

b. Soak one portion twenty-four hours in sufficient water
to coy-si. Measure the amount of water used. Cook in
the usual manner as shown in VIII.

a. Add the same amount.ot water to the second portion and
cook without soaking in a double boiler until tender.

d. Ccznpare the results.

Which method do you prefer?_________________________________

Why?

XV. Report to the class the growth, use, and food value of an un-
usual fruit as the mango,. or passion fruit.

XVI. Report to the class the various commercial methods need in
drying. fruits.
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UNIT II.
Problem 2. Cereal Breakfast Foods.

SOME THINGS FOR YOU TO DO

I. List the names of five cereals which are examples of the various
typos of breaic[ast cereals.

Ready-to-eat PartiaUy cooked Uncooked

Cl>

(2).

3)

(4)

(5).

References
Greer, pp. 49-51
Examine cereals on grocery shelves

II. Contrast the food value of whole grain cereals and refined
cereals by showing what each supplies.

Whole grain cereal Refined cereal
supplies supplies

(1)

(2).

(4.

1. Give the range of the percerrtage of carbohydrate in breakfast
cereals?

2. What is the range of the percebago of protein in breakfast
cereals?

3. Why is it desirable for you to use milk with your cereal?
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References
Greer, pp. 58-63
Harris and Lacey, pp. 39-41
Lanmn, McKay, Zui].1, pp. 87; 92

III. In the stock room you will find various boxes of breakfast
cereals. Complete the chart given below.

Name of Grain Weight Cost Calories Cost Measure
breakfast Packer prepared as pur- pe per per 100 of 100

4'.., ,,..,,,i,1 miA laria cAlories

farina

rolled

rice

Corn-

grape -

8

i1redded
wheat

puffed

1. Do ready-to-eat or uncooked cereals give nre energy for the
mot'ey spent?

2. Why?

Refereoes
Greer, pp. 602-609
Harris and Lacey, pp. 39 495
Lanjnafl, McKay, Zuill, p. 45
Willard and Gi11ett,Dietetios for High Schools", pp. 31-32
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IV. Vi8it a grocery and find the cost of the following foods in bulk

and package.

Cost per Cost per
pourd Weight of Cost of pound

V. Answer the following questionat

1. What care should be taken of a box of oreau of wheat which
has been opened?____________________________________________

2. flaw can you keep cornflakes crisp?_________________________

3. hy are cereals extensiTely used?

a. d.

b. e.

c. f.
4. Why are cereals cooked?

a.

'b.

C.

5. Explain why the use of sugar on cereals is discouraged.____
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References.

Harris and Lacey, p. 37
Blinks and Moore, "Food Purchasing for the Home", p. 52

VI. Oi±line the general method for cooking cereals. Include

1. The temperature before adding cereal______________________

Why?

2. Methods of adding the cereal to prevent lumping

a.

b.

3. Methods used for the cooking

a.

b.

0.

4. Lengtth of time for each method of cooking cereals

a.

b.

0.

5. Desirable characteristics for the finished product

a.

b.

C.

6. When Mary cooks macaroni it sticks to the bottom of the pan
and often forms a sticky mass What cia you think causes her

difficulty?
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References
Greer, pp. 2-56
Tarris and Lacey, pp. 41-43; 366-368

McKay, Zulu, pp. 1?; 341-343

VII. The teacher will assign a cereal for you to cook. Look on the
package for the enount of cereal which you should use for one
half cup of water, then flU this in. under the quantitr of
cereal. Cook your cereal according to the general direction
outlined above and complete the following table. Secure results
concerning other cereals from the members of the class.

Kind of Ouantitv of rereal Amount of Time to
cereal raw cooked water cook

cream of wheat

rolled oats

flakedwheat

hominy grits

steel cut oats

From the above results how many cups of water approximately will be
needed to cook

(1). 1 cup flaked cereal

(2). 1 eup granular cereal

(3). 1 cup whole grain cereal

References
Greer, pp. 52-56
Barns and Lacey, 366-368
Timi, McKay, Zuill, pp. 341-343
Directions on cereal packages

MAKE YOUR OWN SELECTION OF TEE FOLLOWING

IX. Mount on recipe cards two or more pictures of attractive ways of
serving cereals, you mAt include ways of using left-over cereals.
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X. Report to the class the contneroial preparation of a ready-to-
eat cereal.

XI. Bring in to class advertisements from current papers or inaga-
zines of breakfast cereals in which the composition or food
value is mentioned. Be prepared to discuss the claims made
by the manufacturer.

XII. Set up ai exhibit of the 100 calorie portions of some of the
common breakfast cereals. Give weight and measure of each
cereal.

XIII. Report to the class what the Federal Food and Drugs Act re-
quires to be stated on each package of cereal. Illustrate
your points by shovdng labels from various boxes of cereals.

XIV. Select a cereal which was not cooked in class. How much water
will it take to cook a cup of the cereal? Write o'xt the pro-
portions which you would use if you were cooking this cereal
for a family of six. How would you cook the cereal?



XV. Report the aiount of cereal which you have eaten during this week.

Etinate of of .*mount of .&mount of Other

I

I



UNIT II
Proble. Tihat Shall W. Drink?

SCME THINGS FOR YOU TO DO

I. If possible carry otzt the animal feeding experimerrt oixtlined in Mary Swarts Rose, Teach-
ing Nttrition to Boys and Girls, The Macmillan Conipany, l92, pp. 168-172. Keep a record
of the experiment, in the ohai-t giTen below.

Doscripbio
Bejiñnixg of Experiment First Week Second Week _Third Week Fourth Week

Rat I
1111k

Rat II
Coffee

Rat
I

Rat
II

Rat
I

Rat
II

Rat
I

Rat
II

Eat
I

Rat
II

Weight(grems)

( 7OS

I
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What have you gained from the experimexxb 'which shaws ho your diet
y a.eot

(].). Your Weight

(2). Your Appearance_________________________________

(3). Your Aotions______________________________________

References
Oreer, pp. 2-3 66-67j 221-222
Earns and Lacey, pp. 26-27
Lanan, Moay, Zuill. pp. 47-75
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II. The important parts of a glass. of milk are gil-en below with their'
wøights. Weigh mit these emounti then measure each. aid estte
tine rnnnber of oa].ories in each.

Parts of a glass Weight in
of milk rama Meaanm

water 213,5

eurd (dry-): 7.6

butter fat 9.1
milk sugar

(like powdered) 11.6

minerals. 1.6

calciu (as oxide) 0,4

Total calories

1. What does. milk contain 'which is not measurable?_____________

2. Is.milk a beverage or a thirst quencher?_
Explain

Ref erencea
Gr'eer, pp. 602-609
Earns end Zacoy, pp. 2.3; 488-493

MoK&y, ZuiU,. pp. 44.46

III. How Len will one pint of milk meet your daily requirements in
(1). Protein

(2). Calories

(3). Ca1cim

(4). Vitiiiin L

(5). Vitamin B
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Bet ererue a

Greer, pp. 65-68
Earria and Lao.y, pp. 2l-2

McKay, Zuill pp. 49j 53-54; 59; 77; 85; 92

IV. There are many foms of milk on the market, define the terms
gieu below.

(1). Pasteurized milk_________________________________

--

(2). Certified.milk_________________________________

(s). Raw milk

(4). Sterilized milk

(6), vaporatecj milk._______________________________

(6). Condensed. milk.

(7). Dry or powdered milk__________________________

(8). Modified milk_

(9). hole milk_______________________________________

(io). Top milk_

The coat this week of one quart of grade 1. pasteurized
milk is_
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It will take can (a) of evaporated, milk to be equivalent

to ODe quart of milk. and will cost

References:
Harris and Leoey, pp. 20-21

Melay,. ZulU, pp.308-9
Blinka and Moore, Food Purchasing for the flome, pp. 74.80
Dictionary

V. Place one quart of milk in the refrigerator in . the laboratory
also place one in the laboratory ttse1f report the results of the
condition of the milk in. the two. bottles over a period of a week.

Milk in laboratory Milk in refrigerator

Give some rules for the care of milk in the home.

(1).

().

(3).

(4).

References
Harris and I*c.y, pp. 24-25
Ya?y1, Moray,. ,Zuill,. Pp. 223-225
Blinks and Moore, Food Purchasing for the Konie, p. 82
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VI. List 10 ways of using milk in the diet.

(1). (6)..

(2). (7).

(3). (8).

(4). (9).

(5). (10).

References
Cook Books

VII. After you ha-e studied the method for mlr(ng hat chocolate with
either grotnd oheoolate or 0000a, fill out the first four ques-
tions. Then make one serving of hot chocolate. Answer the re-
maining questions.

1. List the amounts of the ingredieuta used:

0000a or chocolate milk____________

sugar___________________ water__________

salt___________

2. Row are the ingredients comtbined__________________________

3. What are the steps in cooking?

(1).

(2).

(3).

4. The best cup of hot chocolate should be___________________

5. Find the cost of the recipe for hot chocolate end the cost per
serving.
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Cost

Cost for
recipe

Cost of milk at ______________oeubs per quart

Cost of 0000a at _____________eeuts per half potn4

Cost of Bugsx at oets per pound

Total cost of recipe

Total number of servings

Cost per serving

6. Show the difference between chocolate axid cocoa as purchased.

7. Jean is to have sixteen girls as her guests at a birbhdal party.
She plane to serve hot chocolate as part of the refreahnieus.
Write out the proportions which she will use. Include total
measure.

References
Greer, pp. 68-69
Harris and Laoey, pp. 25-Z6 361
Lanman, McKay, Zuill, pp. 123; 340

VIII. ach girl will make coffee by one of the three methods. Compare

your ntethod With the other two.
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Th.4

UJesil
needed_______________
Aniom used
per cup
ofwater

Method used
in

time for
preparation

Ease of

Rlpreparation_______________at
V ______________ ________________V __________________

amount of

1. Describe a well-prepared cup of coffee.

2. Why do people drink coffee?

3. Tour nwther is to have thirty-kwo guests for on afternoon of
bridge. She wants you to make the coffee. What proportions
of ingredients will you use?

Row will you make the coffee?
V

References
Greer, pp. 73-76
Rarris and Laoey, pp. 31-34; 361-362
Lanan, MøKay, Zulu, pp. 131-1343 341
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IX. Use the following experiment to determine the best method to mske
tea. Compare results as to color, t].ayor, deeirabi1itr.
time or ex rtment will be useleas.

a. Put 1 tsp. tea in 3. óup cold water, steep two minutes, strain.

b. Potir 1 cup boiling water over 1 tsp. tea, steep tvm minutes,
strain.

c. Boil I tsp. tea in one oupwatertör two minutea atrein.

d. Pour 1 cup boiling water over 1 tsp. steep twelve minutes,

strain.

hat is the most desirable way to make tea?___________________

References
Oreer, p. 76
Earns and IAoey, pp. 31-333 562
Lanmsn, UoKay, Zulu, pp. 134-136; 840

I. The following information will be of value to 'ou in your plans
for both meals and parties.

measure runa cn000iae %JUL5

O3 in On! pound

servingsper pound
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UAW YO1 OIN SELECTION OF TUE FOLLOWING

XI. Report to the class the production an1 marketing of either cof-
fee or tea.

XII. Bring to class a ourrent magazine or newspaper article on
beverages.

XIII. What brands of coffee does your grooer carry? (Report coats)

Brands of coffee

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Why this -variation in cost?

Coat per pound

XIV. How much of each of ihe forms of milk given beLow is equivalent
to one quart of fresh milk? What is the cost of each equivalent?

cost

1. Certified milk____________________

2. Bvaporated milk__________________

3. Condensed milk____________________

4. Dry or powdered milk_______________

XV. Visit a dairy and report to the elass the methods used in prepar-
ing milk for your use.

XVI. List the kinds of cream which can be purchased at your grocer
and give the cost per half pint.
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UNIT II.
Prob1n 4. Planning and Preparing a Breakfast for Two.

SOME THINGS FOR YOU TO DO

I. The olass will be divided into groups of two. One in eaoh group
will use Pattern I as a guide; the other, Patter II in planning
a breskfast menu to be served in the laboratory. You will pre-
pare and serve the breakfast you have planned.

ttern I

Fresh Fruit
Cooked Cereal Buttered Toast

Beverage

Your menu:

Referenees

Greer, pp. 3-5; 104-105; 333-335
Harris and Laoey, pp. 65
Lema.n McKay, Zuill, pp. 16-19

Patterxi II

Stewed Fresh Fruit
Hot Bread Beverage

II. List all the food materials hich you will need for the breakfast
menu above, giving the amounts needed for two persons.
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III. The preparation of a meal is made up of separa1e tasks, list
those you need to do for your breakfast and show how they
should be worked out so that your breakfast is ready to serve
at the appointed time.

Time Time
allowed to Time

Working for start of Disizes Silver

Referenoes
Reoipea of foods iuoluded
Greer, pp. 1l7-l20 336-337
Harris and Laoey, pp. 64-66

IV. Draw a picture of a oover for the breakfast you plan to serve.

References
G-raer, pp. 107-114
Harris and Lacey, pp. 286-290
L*nmn, McKay, Zujil, pp. 241-244
Bailey, N. Bsth, "Meal Planning and Table Service", pp. 39-50

V How shall you serve the meal?
1. lYhat should be placed on thetable not more than ten minutes

before the meal is served?
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2. Cive the itepa aud method used in order ot service ot your
breakfast.

Steps

(1).

(2).

(3).

(4).

Method

References
Greer, pp. 117-123
arris end Lacey, pp. 291-294

McKay, Zuil]., pp. 245-246
Bailey, N. Beth, eMeal Planning and Table Service5, pp.. 50-64

VI. What are the duties which you as a hostess baT. at your meal?

(1).

(z).

(3).

(4).

(s). V

References
Berris azd Laoey, pp. 282-283
!mit, McKay, Zuill, pp. 262-264
Bailey, N. Beth, 5Meel Planning and Table Service5, pp. 11-12; 23

24;27

VII. List in order those duti.es which must be done after your meal

has been served and eaten.

(1).

(2). V

(3).
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(4).

(5).

VIII Prepare and servo the breeIast you planned for your partner
end yourself. After the breakfast has been eaten end the
dishes washed and put away, answer these questions:

1. Did you order the right amount of food?

2. Were the foods well 000ked?____________________________

3. Was the meal served on tize?

4. hat was the condition of the kitchen when the meal was
served?

5. Was the table properly set?____________________________

6. Was the serving done correctly?_________________________

7 Did you make your guest feel at hne?

8. Comaout on the conversation during the meal?_____________

9. Was the working space cleaned in an orderly 1.vker?_______

10. Was all. equipnenb left in its proper place?_______________



A.a.

1!hat would you avoid doing the next time you prepare a break-
fast?

Mfl YOUR OVi SELECTION OF TEE FOLLCMING

IX. Make a oolleotion of piotures showing tables iot for breakfast.

I. Write a dialogue tar two girls in whiah one tries to convince
the abhor that she zeeds breakfast to start the day right.

XI. Make a poster illustrating a good breakfast for a high sohool
girl.

XII an, prepare, and serve a breakfast by yourselt for your
family. bring a report of your results frtm your mabher.
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UNIT II.
Problem 5. Brsakast 8reads.

SCeI TRIN9S FOR YOU TO DO

I. Weigh carefully 2. os. baking soda, 2 oz. reant of tartar. end 1 os.
cornstarch; sift togsther three times. Then conipare the baking
powder thus made with a oomaereial cream of tartar powder which
the teacher will give you. In each of two glasemeasuring cups
put i/z cup wter and 1 tsp. of one of the baking powders.

1. Do they react the seine?

2. What is the cost of 1. os. of baking powder made at home?_____

II. 1. What is the trade of the baking powder you use at home?

2 &w many brands of baking powder does your grooer carry?

3. What three ingredients do all baking powders contain?

a. b. o.

References
Greer p. 303
Harris and Lacey, pp. 47-48
Lanman, Uo1ay, Zuill, p. 162
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III In some oóok book tiM a reoipe for plain muffins using white
flour Do not use reoi e in our text. Place the aiounba used
with 1 o Tn e a . The standard recipe Will be
tormulted in class.

STa)IDABD MUFF INS

Inredients Tour reciDe Standard reoiie

our ic.

baking powder (tartraie)

a1t

tat

wiber made

teerature of oyen

1enth of time to bake

testwhendono

References
Cook Books

IV. After the teaàher has demonstrated the ooining of the ingredi
to make standard muffins, list the steps in making muffins.

(1).

(2).
V

(3).

(4).

(5).

(8).
V

(7).
V

V



(a).

1. Compare the muffin combined with a few strokes with the one
beaten well, in teacher's demonstration.

2. hat ether methods of combining ingredients may be used?_

References
Greer, pp. 82-88
Harris and Laoey, p. 573
1nnmin, McKay, ZulU, pp. 167-172; 116-177; 577

V. Using 1/2 oup flour and a tartrate baking pawder make muffins and
score your prodaiot. Place results in first oolam.

Your standard Muffin

Flavor 35

Lightness 15

Grain and texture 20

Crust--color, depbh, texture 10

Crust--color, moisture 10

Shape and size 10

Total 100

Describe a perfect muffin_
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VI. Does the type of baking powder make a difference in the amowxt
used with 1 cup flour or in temperature used in baking?

Type of Some Temperature Anot to mouut to

powder well-known Leid in use with use with

brands baking 1 cup flour 1 cup flour

noegg

Te.rtrate

quick-
acting

Royal
Sohill-
ing

Cream of
tarber and
tarterie
acid

450°F.

Phoe1that fltmiforde !Lonooal-
quick- Dr.
acting Price's phosphate 450°F.

3.L.S. La. Monocal-
oiza hoe-

phosphab Caluniet phate and
sodiun al- 350°F.
uninun sul-

References
Greer, pp. 3O5 309
Erri and Laoey, p. 49
ol1iday and Noble, "Eows and Yghys of Cooking", p. 50

}Iacleod and Nason, "Chemistry and Cookery", p. 433

VII. The olass as a whole will construct proportions for several
'rarietiea of muffins. The teacher will assign one of these
variations for yox to make. Use correct proportion for a slow-
acting baking powder. Note the teinerature to use Score

your product in the ccl unn a einated in r

1. State two advantages of using a slow-acting baking powder.

a.

b.

2. State two objectives of using a slow-acting baking powder.

a.

b.
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VIII. In a cook book find a recipe for bakingpowder biscuits. Do
not use reoipe in your text Place the amowb to use with
Ti71our in E. eharTiEder "Tour recipe".

!mdiATrh for biuiha Your raoIi Standard reciDe

baking powder (tartrate)

liquid

nber made

temperature of oven

iength of time to bake

teat when done

Refereoes
Cook Books

IX, 1hat are the steps in making baking powder biscuits?

(i)..

(2).

(3).

(').

(5).

(6).

Row can you make biscuits so they will have a

a. smooth 4ruat on top?_________________________________

b. rough cruet on top?______________________________
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Referenoes
Greer, pp. 302-303
Harris and I*oey, pp. 373-374
Lanman, Mckay, Zuill, pp. 167-1763 378

IX. Using 1/2 cup floux and the standard proportion make some bis-
cuits. Score

Score Your standard Biscuit
4 .44... ...,..4 44,.,

Flavor_____________
Lightness 15

Grain and texture 20

Cruet--color, depth, texbure 10

Crust--color, moisture 10

Shape and size 10

Total 100

If you were maki.ng biscuits again shat would you do difteret1?

X. Indicate thi changeà whlóh ihôuld be made in the standard biscuit
dough recipe for the following:

Referenóes
Cook Books
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XI. 1. Write ou( the steps to töUow in substituting sour milk for
sweet milk in a quick bread.

(1).

(2).

(3).

2. Si.bstitute sour milk for the liquid in your standard recipe
for muffins. Make needed ohangea.

3. Stibstitute sour milk for the liquid in your standard recipe
for biscuits. Make other needed changes.
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References
Greer, pp. 304405
Harris and Lacey, p. 49
Lanman, McKay, Zulu, p. 162

XII. You are to prepare a luncheon lxi the foods laboratory for BIX
girls. Write the recipe you would use if you were allowing
two medium mi.ffine for each girl as the breed. Three ia1l

biscuits.

¶., _.SS._
---p- - a -.4.. - --.. .- -

in_powder

MA YOUR OWN 8LECT ION OF THE FOLLCWIN(

XIII. 'What are the regulations in regard to baking products in
interstate commerce?

XIV. List as maxnJ dishes whioh you can find that use baking powder
biscuit dough as a foundation.

XV'. Keep a record of the breeds ithich you eat for three days and
esthuate their fuel value.

XVI. plain how baking powder is made coxwneroially and discuss
the relative merits of three kinds of baking pover.

XVII. Make a quick bread at least twice for your family. Bring a
written note from your mother stating the result of your
product.
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UNIT II.
Problem 6. Eggs for Breakfast.

SOME THINGS POR YOU TO DO

I. Examine an egg, find as many parts as possible and tell 'what each
is for.

Part

(1).

(2).

(3).

(4).

(5).

(6).

('i).

Purpose

References
Bailey, Pearl L. Foos, Prepara-tion and Serving", p. 48.

II. Compare eggs, lean beef, and milk in ntunber of protein calories
yielded and their respective costs.

Ptotein Cost of Coat of
calories market amount

WQ4.h4 rnih 11ted

eggs 2 5o&.

lean beef 1 serving 3 o.

milk loup 8.Soz.

Conclusions as to relative coat of pratein______________________

References
Greet, pp. 602-6C9
Harris and Lacey, pp. 488-493
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III. Show the differeice in food value of the egg yolk and egg vthite
from the table of food values in your text.

1. Why is egg yolk one of the first foods fed to babies?________

2. Why are eggs of v&lue in your diet?_______________________

3. D0 you prefer white-shelled eggs or dark-shelled eggs?_______

Why?

References
Greer, p. 99; 604-605
Harris and Laoey, pp. 55-57; 489
Lenman, Mo1y, Zuill, pp. 45;77

TV. How can you tell when an egg is freahl
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,. Piqn Storage

Before the eg is broken

Lppeance

After the egg is broken

Appera3oe of yolk

Appearance_of_white

Az egg, if fresh will:

(1).

(2).

References
Greer, pp. 92-95
arris &nd Lacey, pp. 57-58
T.nnn, McKay, Zulu, pp. 310-311

V. At your market what term8 are need for the differeb grades of
eggs?

Grade Price' Difference in appearance

Should eggs be purchased by the dozen or the pound?____________

Thy?

References
Blinks and Moore, "Food Purchasing for the Uome", pp 297-300

VI. Determine the best method to u.se in cooking eggs soft. Place
one unbroken egg in one cup of boiling water for each of the
methods given below, then proceed according to directions.
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Method of Consistency of
m,00ethe kearanoe Yolk White

a. set off flame
at once, cover
tightly, let
stand5 sin.

b. cozrtinuous
vigorous boil
ing for 5 mm

a. set In double
boiler over
boiling water
leave on the
fire_5mm.

Conclusions:- Include i,est, time, temperature, and method for
cooking soft in shell._____________________________________

References
Greer, pp. 96-97
Kerrie end Lacey, pp. 59-60; 378
Lexman, MoEay, Zulu, pp. 189;351

VII Fran the conclusions which you have drawn in the above expert-
men list the steps you would, use in poaching an egg. Poach

an egg by this method.

(1).

(2).

(3).

(4).

References
Greer, pp. 96-97
Earns and Lacey, p. 379
Lainau, McKay, Zulu, P. 351
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VIII. Watch a denonstration of the procedure to follow in a
puffy omelet.

1. List the steps to follow iii the properation.f the omelet.

2 What precaubione should you obserye 80 that your omelet will
be desirable?

3. Using one egg, make a puffy omelet.

Results

Criticism

4. Name other types of omelets.

References
Greer, pp. 98
Earns ad Lacey, pp. 380-92
Lanina.n, McKay, ZuLu, pp. 553; 190-92
Cook nooks
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LX. How can eggs be stored at home for use when eggs are expensive?

(i).

(2).

(3).

References
Greer pp. 95-96
Harris and Lacey, pp. 68-69
Liinm, MoNey, Zuill, pp. 226; 351

MANE TO1JR OWN SELECTION 0? THE FOLLOWING

1. Claesifieatiou of all the egg dishes which you can find in one
cook book according to the classification given below.

A. Eggs cooked in the shell
1. Soft cooked

a. (examples)
2. Hard cooked

B. Eggs cooked out of the shell
1. Soft
2. Beaten yolk end white together
3. Beaten separately

XI. Make an omelet for your family for some meal. (Do not use more

than four eggs.)

XII. Report to the class the method of production of Chinese piden.

XIII. Visit a chicken ranch, report:

Ler of hens

Special food fed for inoreaed production____________________

Number of eggs produced daily; large small__________

Range in price received per dozeu_____________________________

Market price of large eggs on date of visit_________________
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UNIT II.
Problem 7. Pleining and Preparing Broaast for Six.

SCIE THI)GS FOR YOU TO DO

The class will be divided into groups of six. Each
group should divide itself into three coitteee, each
oonmiittee choosing its own part in the planning end
serving of a breakfast.

Cmnittee I Plan the menu according to the pattern given below.
Make up the market order, including the costs.

Committee II. Plan the working sehdvle for two girls work-
ing together to prepare the meal.
Prepare the meal.

Committee III. One member act as hostess, the other do the
serving.
The duties following the meal.

I. Using the pattern given below as a guide plan a breakfast to be
served in the foods laboratory for six girls.

Pattern

Fresh Fruit
Read.y-to-Beit Cereal hot Bread.

Egg Dish
Beverage

Your menu:

Referenoes
Greer, pp. 3-5; 104-105; 333-335
Earns and Lacey, pp. 63
Lanman, McKay, Zuill, Pp. 16-19
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List all the food tarials which you will need for the break-
fast menu abo?e, giving the amounts ueeded for six persons.
Find the total coat of the breakfast and the cost per person.

UI. List those tasks which need to be done with two girls preparing
the aboye meal for six. Show when these tasks must be started
and how completed so that your breakfast will be ready to eerie
at the proper time.

Tine Time
Allowed to Time
for Start of Dishes Silver
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Referexces
Greer, pp. 117-120; 336-337
Harris ezd Lacey, pp. 64-66

IV. Drew a picture of a cover for the breakfast you p1n to serve.

References
Groer, pp. 107-114
Harris and Laoey, pp. 286-290
Lirn, Xo1ey, Zuill, pp. 21-244
Bailey, N. Beth., Mea1 Plairning and Table Service5, pp. 39-50

V. How shall you serve the meal?

1, What should be plioed on the table not more than ten n,intrtes
before th noa1 is served?

2 Give the steps and the method used in order of service for
your breakfast.

Stops

(1).

(2).

(3).

(4).

(&).

Method
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References
Greer, pp. 117-123
harris and Lacey, pp. 291-294
Lanman, McKay, Zuill, pp. 245-246
Bailey, N. Beth., "Meal Planning and. Table Service", pp. 50-64

VI. What are the diea which the hostess will have at this meal?

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

References
Marris and Leocy, pp. 282-283
Lenman, McKay, Zuill, pp. 262-264
Bailey, N. Beth., "Meal P1Pni%1g and Table Service", pp. U-12;23
24; 27

VII. List in order those dubies which must be done after your, meal
has been served and eaten.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

VIII. Prepare and serve the breakfast which your group has planned.
Score your results.
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Sooreoard Perfect Your
Score

Selection of food...... p p p p. p p p 40
Quality of -the materials pm-chased (s)
Quantity of meterials purchased (5)
Foods in season (5)
Reasonable east (5)
Well-chosen for body needs (10)
Variety in the menu (5)
Good combination of flavors (5)

Preparation of the food...... .
...................e 35

Materials not wasted (5)
Time used to good advabage (5)
Workirg epaoe in good order (5)

(Proper use of dish towels, cloths, holders)
Neatness of person (5)
Cooked food served at its best (5)
Food products satisfsctory in quality (5)
Meal served at appointed time (5)

Serq'j.....................................,........ 25
Table set correctly, nothing forgotten (5)
An attractive table (5)
Order of sei-vice, eds watched (5)
Worthwhile conversations () ____
Duties of hostess carried out (5)

Total

MAKE YOUR OWN SELT ION OF THE FOLT.aING

IX. Describe the type of table service which is practical for your
family to use for breakfast.

X. Report to the class the history of the use silver for table
implements.

XI. Plan a menu that the (}irlst League might serve as a May Pay
breakfast for their mothers in the high school cafeteria. In-
clude a diagram of the cover and describe the table service to use.

XII. Plan a scene which will. demonstrate some phase of table etiquette.
These slogans might help:

Eat at your awn table as you would at the table of a king.
Eventually good m-i1ners; why not now?
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UNIT III. OUR FOOD NEEDS

TOPICS FOR CLASS DISCUSSION

1. What foods would you leave out of your diet it you wasted to
get thin?

2. Would you start on a hundred mile trip in your autoijiobile with-

out putting gasoline in the tank? How do you start the trip

through your day?

3. Two girls started out on a hike. One of them returned without
much fatigue but the other was exhausted when she arrived at
their destination. How migit the difference be explained?

4. What does the saying "Health is wealth" mean?

5. Why would you try to teach a small child to like spinach?

6. Why is cod-liver oil called "bottled suslth2e"?

8iTWESTED REFERENCES

American Red Cross Textbook Food and Nutrition
(Wheeler)

Bailey Foods Preparation and Serving, pp. 91-
99; 367-401; 408-414

Bogert Nutrition and Physical Fitness, Part II

Cooper, Barber, and Mitchell Nutrition in Health and Disease, pp.
3-115; 171-181

Greer Foods and Borne Making, pp. 327-335;
482-454; 466-509; 685-686.

Harris and Lacey veryday Foods, pp. 216-231; 31B-354

Lsinan, McKay, and Zuill The Fernily's Food, ;;. 1-12; 30-120

Matthews Elementary Home Economics, pp. 56-76;
346-350, 381-366; 374-380

Rose Feeding the Family

Rose Foundations of Nutrition

Roas Teaching Nutrition to Boys and Girls

Willard and Gillett Dietetics for High Schools
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UNIT In.
Problem 1. A Record of Your eight and Weight for the Tear.

SOME THINGS FOR YOU TO DO

I. Are you above or below the average weight for your ago end

height? Find your weight and height using the scales in the

laboratory. In taking your height remove your shoes Then
find the average weight for a girl of your age and height a-nd

the number of pounds you should gain during this noxb year in

the tables given below. Reoord these figures in the following

Spaces.

Age at present time years __________months

Your height________________ Your place in the range
of height_____________________

Your weight________________
Your average weight____________

Gain you should make___________

Tables from Willard and GiIlett--Dieteties for High Schools,
p. 12-3. Range of Height for Short, Medium, and Tall Girls.

Age 12 13 14 15 16 17 18

Short-loss than 54.5 57.5 59.5 60.5 1.5 61.5 61.5

Medium from 54.5 57.5 59.5 60.5 61.6 61.5 81.5

to 60.9 83.4 64.9 65.4 65.9 65.9 65.9

Tall - more than 60.9 63.4 64.9 65.4 65.9 65.9 65.9

Mean Weight of Short, Medium, and Tall Girls.

Age 12 13 14 15 16 17 18

Short 69.3 80.9 92.7 101.8 110.1 110.4 111.7

Medium 85.6 99.6 108.9 115.5 119.4 121.4 121.6

Tall 106.8 118.5 125.1 128.6 132.8 132.6 134.9

Annual Gain in Mean Weight for Short, Medium, and Tall Girls.

Age 12-13 13-14 14-15 15-16 16-17 17-18

Short 12 12 9 8 1 1

Medium 14 9 7 4 2 1

Tall 12 7 4 4 1 1

For examples The average weight of a girl l3 years old and

60 inches tall would be 99.6 pounds because she is in the medium

height group and, she should gain 9 pounds during the next year.

The age is tskez at the nearest birthday. (if you are 13 and 5

months you are considered 13 while if you are 13 and 7 months you

are considered 14.)
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Note that the above figures are Itaverageu figures, few girls
will be exactly average. Any weight not more than fifteen per
cent above or ten per oent below the average is considered normal.

II. Using Willard and Gillett, "Dietetics for fligh Schoole,W pp. 17-
21, as a reference and with assistance from your teacher,
make a graphic picture which will show your gain in weight for
the next year.

1. Use a piece of graph paper.
Let the vertical lines represent the length of time

allowing a given uumber of squares for each mouth.
Let the horizontal lines represent the number of

pounds, each line may represent 1 or 2 pOunds. Locate
your actual weight about 1/3 of the way from the bottom
of the page.

101
100

99
98

Sept. Oct. Nov. ftc. Aug.

2. Plot your actual weight.
Place your weight on the ohart by ilring a dot on the

September line at the point which corresponds to your
weight. The girl's weight in the foregoing chart is 99.
In October plot your weight on the October line, and con-
nect the dots, and so on during the year.

3. Plot your average weight curve.
On the September line place a dot which shows your

average weight.
To your average weight add the number of pounds you

should gain during the year and locate this point on tbe
line representing next August.

Connect these two points with a straight line, this
gives you the average weight curve of a girl your height
and age.

4. Plot the safety lines.
One is not expected to stay on the average weight curve

but within a zone not more than fifteen per cent above or
ten per cent below this line. These are called the safety
lines.

a. Plot the upper safety line.
Find fifteen per cent of your average weight

and add this figure to your average weight. Locate
this on the Septiber line. The rnber of pounds
you should gain during the year added to the last
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figure Will give you the safety poixd on the
August line. Connect those two poi3bs with a
red line.

b. Plot the lower safety line.
Find ten per cent of your average weight and

subtract this figure from your average weight.
Locate this on the September line. The number of
pounds which you should gain during the year added
to the last figure will give you the safety point
on the August line. Connect these two points with
a red line.

These two red lines are called the safety lines, your
average weight is within these lines, but your actual weight
may not be. If your weight is outside there is cause for
alarm.

III. Give ten signs other then weight which indicate helth.

References
American Red Cross, "Food & Nutrition", pp. 6-17
Willard and Gjllett, "Dietetics for High Schools, pp. 22-23

IV. Saraht a weight is inside the safety zone for her height and
age but she often has colds and headaches. The dentist found

her teeth iu bad shape and she frequently had digestive up-
sets. Did her weight give an accurate picture of $arahts

health? Explain.
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MXE YOUR O'1N SELECTION OF THE FOLLOVING

V. Find 'the average weight and height for your class. How do
you compare with the average?

VI. Keep a graphic picture of the weight of a younger broth
or sister or a small child in the neighborhood.

VII. If you found that you were below the lower safety line
what would you do to bring your weight up inside the zone?

VIII. Ecplain what is meant by the old saying "health is wealth.

IX. Select one of your friends who is either over-weight or uxi-
der-weight, beyond the safety zone. That conditions in her
case have brought this about? Suggest recommunendations for

her to follow in correcting the condition.
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UNIT III.
Problen 2. Measuring Your Enerr Requireinerxb.

SOME THfl(08 FOR YOU TO DO

Why do we sal food?

a.
b.

0.

I. Mary age fourteen, should have aboul 2400 calories a day, with
approximately 600 calories for breakfast * If she ate O2ly
bread and milk how m.uoh of each should she need to eat?

3. cup milk 170 calories

1 slice whole wheat bread 1/2" thick 50 calories

1. Mary would need to eat

________________slices of bread and one cup milk.

2. Do you think this wou1 make a satisfactory breakfast?

Why?

3. What could you substitire for part of the bread?
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4. Plan a breakfast of 600 calories which would satisfy you.

Total

References
Greer, pp. 2-4; 328-330; 602-609
Harris and Lacey, pp. 62-84; 488-493
Lautnan, Moay, ZUlu, pp. 16-19; 44-46

II. 1. What is the measure of a 100 calorie portion of the follow-

lug foods?

- ---- - fl -.1 tEat a,n.a

apple

-

farina cooked

___________

banana Fe.Petrutt

cabbage gpenus

carrots oats, rolled cooked

cheese orauge

eornflakes pineapple

oraokers, aham spinaoh

cream, coffee sugar

cream, whipping tomatoes, cauned

egg, whole tomatoes, fresh

2. Compare the cost of the 100 calorie portions of egg1 milk,

and round steak.
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Food Measure of 100 calorie Cost of 100

References
Greer, pp. 602-609
Harris aud Laoey, pp. 488-495
Lauman, McKay, Zuill, pp. 44-46
Willard aud Gillett, "Dietetics for High Schools," Oh. II

III. The following table gi'res the nimther of calories usually
required per pound per day for high school girls. How
many calories do you need a day?

10-12 years 28-32 calories per pound
13 years 25-30 " "

14-16 years 20-25 "

l7yearson 18 " U

1. The number of calories you need per day_________________

2. One needs approximately ono-fourbh of her calories for
breakfast. How many calories should you haye?__________

3. How would you distribute the remainder of the calories
for the two other meals?

At noon_________________ Evening

References
Greer, pp. 328-33l 452-454
Harris and Lacey, pp. 222-226
Lanmaz, MoKay, Zuill, pp. 39-46
Willard and Gillett, "Dietotios for High Schools", Oh. III

IV. 1. List those foods you would eliminate from your diet if
you were trying to loose weight.
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2. What is the best way to increase the tota1 calories in

your diet?

References
LaytmAn, McKay, ZujU, pp. 106-114
Anerioan Red Cross, "Food. and. Nutrttion"., pp. 103-109
Rose, "Feeding the Family", pp. 64-78; 99-109
Willard and Giflett, pp. 237-241

V. Row many factor8 otier than activity influence your energy re-
quiremen?

Reference
Willard and Gillett, "Dietetics for High Schoo].s", Oh. I

M&Z! YOUR OWN SBLCTION OF THE FOLLOWING

VI. Plan the meals for a day oonbaining the proper number of
calories which you require. Use the following headingsi

Menu Measure No. of calories Measure of 100 cal.

VII Determine the energy requirement of some younger member of
your family.

VIII. Report the number of calories in one pound of the f'ollowing*
bread, butter, sugar, oheese, tomatoes, lettuce, peas,
potatoes, apples, rice, lean beef, and cotton seed oil.
&rrange in descending order.

IX. Keep a record of the food which you eat in one day and es-
timate the number of calories you had. Use the form in V
for your report.
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I. Using the 100 calorie portion models set up a lunoheon of
about 900 oalories which would be suitable for a high sohool
girl.



UNIT III.
Problem 3 Your Building and Regulating Requiremenbe.

SOME ThINGS FOR YOU TO DO

I. In Problem 2 of this unit you studied the energy Talus of foods and your energy requirement.
Foods hays other values than just energy. Those foods which you studied can be placed into
three groupst milk, cereal grains, vegetables and fruits, the protein foods, fats, and sugars.
In the following chart stats whether the8e groups are good, medium, or poor sources.

Vitamins
Food routs Protein Calcium Phosphorous Iron A B C D G

milk

cereal grains

vegetables and
fruits

eggs, cheese, nubs,
meat, fish, fowl

fate

eugare

I-.
I-,

*
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References
Greer, pp. 60-63; 585-586; 602-609
arris and Laoey, pp. 216-222; 488-493

Lanma.n, McKay, Zulu, pp. 46-79
American Red Cross, "Food & Ntxtrition", pp. 38-39; 80-68
Rose, hFomdationa of Nutrition", Ch. U.

II Your protein requirement

1. List five foods which are rich in protein.______________

2 ihat proportion of your total calories should be protein
oalories?

3. Why should you include protein in your diet?_______________

4. List the foods which you had to eat yesterday and underline
those which are good sources of protein.

References
Greer, pp. 58; 33-332.; 602-609
Harris and Laoey, pp. 109; 219-220; 488-493
Laan, McK&y, Zulu, pp. 46-50
Willard and Gillett, "Dietetics for fligh Schools, pp. 77-86

III. Your mineral requireineut.

1. Select five foods which are good sources of calcium.
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2. Where did you get your oaloiuut today?____________________

3. Why do you need oaloiun every day?_____________________

4. Why are both calcium and phosphorous needed in abundance?

5. List five foods which are rich in phosphorous._____________

6. What two 3ninerals are essei*ial to build bones?___________

7. List five foods which are rich in iron.__________________

8 What did you oat at breakfast today that oonained iron?

9. What foods rich in iron are given to a baby?______________

10 What substance should be included in the dist to protect
tram goiter?_______________________________________________

References
Greer, pp. 33-34; 267-269; 602-609
Harris and Lacoy, pp. 109; 218; 225; 227; 488-493
Lanman, McKay, Zuill, pp. 50-57
1morie Red Cross, "Food eid Nutritio&', pp. 33-42
Willard and Giil.tt, "Diotetios for High Schools", Ch. V

IV. The vitamins.

1. Why must you have Vitamin L every day in your diet?

a.

b.

0.
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2. Where do you get most of your Vitamin A?________________

3. Describe the appearance of a rat that did not have enough
of Vitamin A._________________________________________

4. Did you have some vitamin B for breakfast?______________

In ahat?

5. Mary has no appetite, she is losing weight, and is consti-
pated. How would you improve her diet?

6. Why are babies given orange juice?______________________

7. What can be given in the place of orange juice?__________

8. What vitamins do you. recommend for maintenance of good teeth?

References
Greer, pp. 35-37; 271-273; 585-586; 602-609
Harris and Leoey, pp. 109; 217-218; 488-493
Lanman, McKay, Zuill, pp. 57-78
American Red Cross, "Food and Ihxtrition", pp. 42-51

V. How muoh o the following foods should you have each day 80 that
all your requirements aside from energy will be met?

Milk

Vegetables

Potatoes
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Fruits

Cereal Products

Meat, Eggs, Fish, Poultry, Cheese_________________________

Butter, Lard, Oils, Other Fats____________________________

Sugar and Other Sweets_____________________________________

Referenoes
Laian, McKay, Zuill, pp. 5-?
Willard end Gillett, "Dietetics for High Sohools", pp. 131-132
Cooper, Barber, Mitchell, "Nutrition in Health arid Disease",

. 171-178
Bogert, "Nutrition end Physical Fitness", pp. 41; 57-58; 87;

119; 229



VI. P1az a day's food aupply for youreelf which will be adeque. in all your requirements. Tell
whether good, medium, poor aources of protein, minerel end. vitamins.

Vitamins

I
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MAJE YODR OWN SECT IO OF TBE K) LWWING

VII. Write a soz.y on the Differenoe Food Makes in Our Appearaxoe".

VIII. Set up an exhibit, using the 100 oalorie portion models of
foods which are good sources of one of the minerals or vitamins.

IX. Bring to class advertisements which recommend the irradiated
foods that are on the market.

X. Make a poster which will help influence high school students
in their selection of food.

XI. Socire menus from a restaurant in your co2lmtunity and select
the meals which you would choose for one day if you had to
eat at. that particular restauranb.
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UNIT III.
Probleta 4. What Happens to Food in the Body?

SQMIE THINGS FOR YOU TO DO

I. How doom your body compare with an engine?

Engine Your body

References
Rose, "Feeding the Femily", pp. 35-36
Willard and Gillett, "Dietetics for High Schools", pp. 43-45

II Draw a diagrent which will show the organs of the alimentary

tract.

References -

knerioan Red Cross, "Food and Nutrition," p. 21

Willard and Gillett,"Dietetjos for High Schools", p. 64

Any physiolor text book
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III. How i8 food ]nade ready for use in the body?

1. The part of the mouth in good digestion.

2. The part; of the stomach in good digestion.

3. What happens in the small iut;estines to food?
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4. How is the elimination of waste affected by choice of food?

a. What type of foods will help in proper elimination?

b. List some foods which contain roughage._______________

References
Greer, pp. 34-35
Rose, "Feeding the Family", Oh. II
&merioan Red Cross, "Foods and Nutrition", pp. l7-23 l10112
Willard and Gillett, "Dietetics for High Sohool&', pp. 63-67

IV. Which one of the following meals will digest more readily, a
combination of crab and chioke salad, biscuits and pie a is-

mode, or fruit salad With french dressing, biscuits and custard?

Why?

Reference
Bogart, "Nutrition and Physical Fitness", pp. 5l 56

Rose, "Feeding the Family", p. 41

V. For three days keep a record of the time it takes you to eat
your meals.

Give recommendations for the length of time which should be
spent in eating meals.
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MAXE YOUR OWN SELEC'ION OF TB! FOLL1ING

VI. Vhat affect does posture hare on digestion?

VII. List all th, things which you do which fai-ors good digestion;
all of the things you do which hinders digestion.

VIII. Discuss the use of cathertics vs. food as a remedy for simple
constipation.

IX. Trace all the stops in the digestion of a lettuce sandwich.
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UNIT III.
Problem 5. Food for the Sick. and Convalescent.

S(B THI1GS FOR YOU TO DO

I. If some member of your family were siok and care must be taken
to provide a diet which would digest easily, what foods would

you give them?

1 If your mother had a headache what would you give her for
her evening meal?

2. How would you change your diet if you had a cold?

References
Greer, pp. 481-485
Harris and Lacey, pp. 318-319
Lanman, McKay, Zulu, pp. 116-119
Cooper, Barber, and Mitchell, "Nutrition in Health and Disease",

pp. 178-181
Rose, "Feeding he Family", Ch. XV
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II. Observe the setting up of a tray which would be used to serve
a noon meal to a sick person. Then list ways to make a tray
attractive for an invalid.

References
Greer, pp. 485
Harris and Lacey, pp. 321-322
Lrninm,, McKay, Zulu, pp. 118-119
Cooper, Barber, Mitchell, "Nutrition in Health and Disease",

pp. 169-170

III. The meibers of the class will demonstrate the preparation of
food such as gruels, milk toast, and various beverages which
are used for sick persons. The teacher will give you your
assignment.

List those foods already prepared in the laboratory which
would be suitable for sick people.
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ML YOUR OWN SELECTION OF THE FOLIrnIING

IV. Set up a semple of a soft diet using the 100 calorie portion
models. Estimate the nimiber of calories inclidd in the diet.

V. hy is a knowledge of. foods ant cook.y of value to you i-n
oases of illness in your hone? Illustrate.

VI. If your five-year old brother were convalescing from digestive
upset plan his food for a day. He ueeds about 1600 calories
a day.
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UNIT III.
Problem 6. Food for the Preschool Child.

SOL THIIGS FOR YOU TO DO

I. List some foods which you have seen 1l children eat, that you

were not good. for them. Tell wiy you thought they were

II What foods should make. up the basis of the diet for children
from two to five years of age? Why?

Ref erenees
Greer, pp. 503-508
Harris and Lacey, pp. 324-333
Lanmax, MoK&y, Zuill, pp. 91-98
American Red Cross, "Food and Ni*rition", pp. 85-88
Rose, "Feeding the Family", Chapbsrs VI ad VII
Willard and Gillott, 'Dietetios for High Schools, Oh. XI



III:. Plaz a day's diet for Tok who is five years old axd weighs 41 pounds. He needs 37 calories
per pound.
Jack should have ____________calories and ________________protein calories.

Protein Peroenbage of Vitamins

V

CI'

CI'

I
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References
Greer, pp. 602-609
arris and Laney, pp. 488-493
Lii,n, McKay, Zuill, pp.. 44-48; 49; 76-78

IV. The class wil]. set up some of the meals planned for Jack. The

teacher will give you your assiginenb.

Comment; upon the special preparation of food for children.

MAK YOUR OWN SELZCTION OF TUE FOLLOWING

V. Bobby is four years old and refuses to drink milk. Plan a day's
food supply for him so that he will have the required. quart; of
milk btzt; so disguised that he does not know he is getting milk.

Menu Size of serving Amount; of milk used

VI. What is the danger of sweets in the diet of a small child?

VIZ. Discuss the advisability of giving meat to a small child.

VIII. Mrs. Rose says in "Feeding the Family" on page 146, "One
year of good. feeding at the beginning of life is more importairt
then ten after forty." Why does she say this?

IX. Find the food requirement of your small brother or sister1 or
a small child in your community. Then plan his meal for a day.
Use the same headings as were used in III.
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UNIT V. HOF TO OBrnN ThE BEST RET]RNS FOR MONEY SPENT FOR FOOD

TOPICS FOR CLASS DISCUSSION

1 What do you find on the label of a can of fruit?

2. Which is the more economical to buy, small or large cans of fruit?

3. If you wro going to make crean of tom&tc soup would you buy
whole canned tomatoes? Why?

4. If you were having a luncheon and were to serve cottage cheese
and pineapple salad to sixteen persons how many cans of pineapple
would you buy?

5. Why is ready-to-eat food usually more expensive th uncooked
food?

6. Does the can of fruit which coats the moat alwayE have the beet

flavor?

7. Ylhy are the prices less in a cash-end-carry store than they are
in other stores?

8. what are the so-called staple foods?

Bailey Foods, Poparation and Serving, pp. 289-3UL

Bailey, LH.S. Food Products: Their Source, Chemistry,
and Use

Bogert Nixbrition and Physical Fitness, Ch. XVIII

Blinks and Moore Food Purchasing for the Home

Marketing end Housework Manual

Friend Earning and Spending the Fathly Income

Greer Foods and Hone Vlng, pp. 242-245

Harris and Loey everyday Foods, pp. 232-243
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Lamnan, McKay, end
ZuiU The Family's Food, Chapbera XV d XVI

Matthewi, 1lne*sry Home Economics, pp. 77-90

Monroe and Stratton Food Buying and Our Markets

Rose Feeding the Family, Ch. XIII

Food Products

Todoroff, A. What is What in Grcoeriea

Willard end Gillett Dietetics for High Schools, Ch. XIV

Cooper, Barber, and
Mitohell Nutrition in Health and Dicaae, Chapbers

XIV and XV
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UNIT V.
Problem 1. What Should You Know to Buy Commercially Canned Foods

Wisely?

SOME. THINGS FOR YOU TO DO

I. On the demonatra-bion table you will find samples of the oOfl
sizes of standard cans-. Complete the chart below.

Size .. Approximate Approximate Examples of
of net measure foods

,.r4 4

8Z

No. 1 (Eastern:

No.1 tall

No.2

No.2-1/2

No.3

No.5

No.10

If you were serving a luncheon for ten persons with scalloped
corn as the main dish and allowing 1/2 cup corn for each aer

ring,

a. How much corn will you need?_________________________

b. Uhat size of canned corn will you buy?________________

c. How many cans will you buy?_____________________

References
Greer, pp. .242-243
Harris and Lacey, pp. 235-236
Lanman, McKay, Ziajil, pp. 326-328
Blinks and Moore, "Food Purchasing for the Home, p. 195
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II. Bring to class a label from a oei of food which you h.ave at
home. What three ththgs are req4red to be stated on the
label according to the Pure Food Laws? Give emples of each
requi.remen from the label which you have brought to elass.

Rquiremente v'ple from label

(1).

(2).

(3).

1. Which label brought to class is the most attractive in
color?___________________________________ Why?

2. uhich is the most attractive in design?__________________

Why?

3. hioh gives the most helpful information?

Why?

4. Which is the least attractive?_________________________

Why?

References
Harris and Laoey, p. 237
Blinks and Moore, "Food Purchasing for the Home", p. 195

III. Canned Foods are packed a000rding to grade; complete the table
given below for peaches, supplied in laboratory.
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Number of Sirup
Size of pieces per % sugar
nieces no. can Color when pao

Fancy

Choice

Sfentiard

Seconds

1. Why is it of value for you to ow the grades of canned
foods?

a.

b.

0.

2. What are the grades under which vegetables are packed?

a.__________________ b.________________ o.______________

References
Greer, pp. 244-245
Harris end 'Lacey, p. 236
Li1pTl, McKay, Zuill, pp. 328-330
Blinks and Moore, "Food Purchasing for the Home", pp. 196-199;

203; 377

IV. The class will nake a study of grades of food put out by one
company. For example, Libby, MoNeill and Libby, of Chicago,
have published a biifletin "Facts Concerning Canned Foods"
which gives the grade and label under which all their food
is packed. If possible open and compare peaches put out under
Libby's Black Label, their Blue Label, and Rosedale Brand. If
these cannot be secured use three grades put out by enother
packer.
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Olitv Blek LAbel Blue Label Rosedale

Grade fenoy choice sbe..ndard

Nuntber of pieces

1.motmt of juice

You are planning to make a peach pie, during the winter when
there are no fresh peaohes, what grade of peach would you buy
for this pie'

Why?________

V. It will be of valu, for you to b'ow the label under which the
various grades of canned foods are sold in your eceurnmity.
With the help of your grooermen and yom teacher till in the
.mee of three packers well-known in your oceaunity. Name the

labels of each packer which designate the vnrioua grades.

Packer

T.4hh,,4

Fancy

____.

Black Label

Choice
Blue & rhite

Label

Standard Rosedale

Seconds Hilledale

Give the names of two eajis of food opened during one week at
home. Mention the grade ant use of each.

Nate of the product Grade Use

a.

b.
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TI. In the laboratory note the samples of canned peaches. Letter
the cans then open and put the coutsubs into a bowl plainly
marked with the letter of the can. Do not tell other memlers
of the class the name of the brand you opened. Your conclu-
sions will rack be prejudiced if you pub the can away until
after you have done your judging.

Judge each sample of peach in each
numbers from 1 to 5 to express your
the number 5 representing the best.

Ou1itv

of the points below. Uo
judent of the quality

Samples
4 B C D B

Uniformity of size
Ilnitormity of color

(just characteristic)
Abseuce of defects

(cracks and skin blendshes)
Texture (firm,

well-cooked1

hold shape, not too ripe)
flavor

(not too sweet, natural)

Your conclusion:

VII. Using the same canned peaches in the toregoing problem find
the cost per serving.

Score
Contents Cost per given to
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Dosa the brand which costs the moat rank highest in qtaUty
in your opinion?_________________________________________

Explain.

lylE YO1]R OIYN SELECTION OF THE FOLLCING

VIII. Report to the class the various styles of pack for pineapple.

IX. The Federal Foods and Drugs Act forbids adulteration or mis-
branding of any food that enters interstate or foreign com-
merce. Explain what is meant by adulteration and misbranding.

I. Report t the class the recent legislation which has been
made concerning the standards of canned foods.

XI. How much could you save by buying a case of some oamed food
at one time, rather than buying twenty-four cans separately?

XII. Compare the cost of the fruit from a no. 2-1/2 can with that
from a no 1 can of the same brand from the same store. Fruit
will be provided in the laboratory? Also compare the size
and flavor of the fruits.
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UNIT V.
Problem 2. Quanbity Purchasing.

SOME THINGS FOR YOU TO DO

I. The class will record the cost of the f'o1lowin staple food.s
which are on display in the laboratory. Then find how much
the same quantities of each food would cost if purchased in
severai of the sall eontanors rather than the one large one.

Amount saved
Weight Cost Cost per unit

as as per bybuyizigin
Food purchased urohased unit 1are oonteij*e.ra

baking
powder

brand- - -

6 OZ.

l2oz.

lib.

2-112 lb.

catsup
brand---

8 oz...

l4oz.

oorineal
brand---

1 lb. 4 oz.

5Th.

cocoa
brand-- -

1/2 lb.

lib.

cereal
brand---

). lb. 4 ea.

3 lb.7 oz.

dried beef
brand---

2 oz. glass

5 oz. glass

1 lb. bulk

fat
brand---

lib.

2 lb.
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iat (oorxt.)

brand---
3 lb.

Glb.

riour
brand---

5_lb.

10Th.

25lb.________

_SOlb. _______
100 lb. _____________

mayonnaise
brand---

1/2 pL.

1pt._______
lgt.________

igal.

molasses
brand---

1-1/2 lbs.

51b.

pepper
brand- - -

2 oz.

4 oz.

Bog._______

lib.

sala& oil
brand---

1/2 pt.

lp._______________

igal.

sugar
brand---

51b.

10Th.

251b.

lOOlb.
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tea
brand---

13/8 OZ.

1/4 lb.

1/2 lb.

lib.

vanilla
brand---

loz..

2 oz.

4oz.

8 oz.

16 oz.

vinegar
brand---

12 OZ.

lpL

lqt.

1ge.l.

1 List those staple foods wiieh you think your family should
br in large quantities. Explain why.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.
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2. List those staples which your family should buy in small
quantities.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

?AR YOUR OWN SELECTION OF T FOLU,iiG

II. It.is just fifteen minutos before time for lunch and you have
unexpected guests arrive What types of foods would you have
on an emergency shelf which might be used on this occasion?
Plan a menu for a luncheon for your guests from the foods
which you have suggested.

III. If you were going to the mountains to camp for three days and
would not be able to purchase any food while on the trip,
what food supplies would you take with you?

IV. On at least three different occasions watch people as they
buy in markets. Spend an hour or more in observing the pur-
chasing habits of the customers, then write your observations
indicating those who knew what they wanted, those who asked
for special favors, those who watched the scales, those who
handled food needlessly, and those who were courteous.

V. Choose a food product of standard brand and compare its price
in the various stores in your omunity. If there is a
variation, what do you think may have caused this difference
in cost.

VI. Read the arbiole "Tricky Labels on Foods" by Solon R. Barber
in Journal of Home B000mjcs, vol. 24, pp. 502-6, June, 1932.
Brine to class labels which illustrate any of these tricky
labeLs.
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UNIT V.
Problem 3. A Family's Food at Low Cost.

SOME ThINGS FOR YOU TO DO

I Select a family either imaginary or real for this study.

II. From the bulletin The Family's Food at Low Cost by Stiebling
and Birdseye published by the U. 8. Department of Agriou].ture,
list the spprolnte emo-im of food which will be needed for
each metnber of your chosen family for one week. Find the
total needed for the family for the week.



Father Mother Child Child Child Po11

Milk

I.

Grain produots

Vegetables and. fruits

Other vegetables and fruita

Lean meat tiah, and poultry

_________

Cheese, nuts, gelatin

Fats and oils as butter or _________

substitutes, lard, bacon, I



salt_pork,_vegetable_oil

Sugars and aweots

Beverages (select one)

Other foods or accessories

Cod_liver_oil,_yeast

I

I
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III. Front th foreoi requiretnenta make p the grooery or1er for
your family for One week. estimate the cost at your grocery.
The average of the costs reported will be recorded on the fornt
below *

Estimated Estimatod

What is the estimated total cost of the week's food supply?__________



IV. With the aboc-e market order on display, plan attractive menus for the family for the week.
Samples from thee menus will be prepared in class.

J-J
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V. Dlride the circle given below into the parts which are recom-
mended as a wise division of each dollar spent for food.

I. Vegetables and fruits cents

II. Milk and cheese _______cents

III. Meat, fish, eggs, etc. cents

IV. Bread and cereal ________oeflts

V. Sugar, fet, tea,
coffee, etc. _______cents

1. Find the total amount which was spent in III for each of
the groups of the divisiom of the dollar. How toes it
compare with the amount which should have been spent?

Amount which should
'PnI- al - ,..a,4 tic,,. koan anant

Vegetables and fruitE

Milk and cheese

Meat, fish, eggs, etc

Bread and cereals
Sugar, fat, tea,

coffee,_etc..

2. How does Sherman reconmiend that your money for food be
spent?

a.

b.

3. Has Shermsnts suggestion been carried out in III?.

References
Greer, pp. 195-201
Harris and Laoey, pp. 236-240
Lausn, McKay, Zui].l, pp. 282-297
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Sherman, "Food. Prodwtar pp. 572-575
Willard and Gillett, "Dietetics for High Schools", pp. 269-275

V1. The following food groups are necessary in every diet. In the
chart below show the economical selection in each group.

use in Cheapest source
4.1 .4 4. 4ii 4h..aC,..a

Cereal grains

W.s..e - O"J1[

Sugars

Fats

Meat, eggs, fish

Milk and cheese

Fruits and
vegetables

References
Eogerb, "Nutrition and Fnysioal Fitness", pp. 349-354
Sherman,"Food Produot, Ch. XIII
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MAKE YOtU OWN SBLTION OF TIlE LL(ING

VII. Make a list of fruits and vegetables available in your market
for each season.

Till. Where do the potatoes and apples in your market come from?
Does the source of supply change as the season changes?

IX. List the ready-to-use flow's carried by your market and
compare their cost per pound.

X. What are the laws in your state regarding weight and measures?

XI. Secure information from your Chathber of Commerce concerning
your city ordinances 'which affect the handling of food?

XII. Compare the flavor of oleomargina and bueter by using equal
q*bities on hot biscuits. Compare the price per pound,
calories per pound, relative amounts of Vitamin A. Give
suggestions as to use of each.

1111. Determine the cost of the weekly food allowance of the family
in Exercise II. What is the cost of the daily food allowance
for each metflbor?
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Sample Copies of

FRUITS original contracts

I. TIME----approxi.mately 1 week.

II. OBJECTIVES----
1. An appreciation of the place that fruits occupy in the food

plan.
2. A knowledge that fruit purchased in season is better flavored

arid less expensive.
3 A knowledge of how to care for fruit when it comes from tho

market.
4. An interest and a desire to select canned fruits according to

the brand rather than price.
5. An interest and an apireciation of the variety of ways of

preparing and serving fruits lxi order to form a habit of eat-
ing then daily..

6 A knowledge that sugar toughens fruit when cooked with it.

III. KEYWORD----
minerals, vitenins, energy value, scurvy, laxative, appetizer

IV OUTLINE OF S1JBJECT-MArTER----
1. Value of fruits lxi the diet.
2. Purchase and care of fridts.
3. Preparation of fruits lxi various ways.

V. ASSIGNMTS----
Bailey, pp. 25-35. Be prepared to answer all questions.

VI. MASTERY TEST OVER MIND1JM RUIREENTS----
1. Full understanding of the keywords.
2. Explain ivhy fruits keep us well.
3. Are fruits expensive sources of energy2
4. Give the sinouiil of 100 calorie portions of 5 staple fruits.
5. iéhat three minerals are of such importance that they must be

planned for in our daily food? Name the fruits that are good
sources of each.

6. Do you think fruit is neoessary daily? Yfily?
7. Discuss the selectioxi of fruit for the table.
8 Give 10 ways for preparing or serving fresh fruits for break-

fast.
9. ?.thy is fruit cooked?

10. State the general rules for cooking dried fruits.
11. At what stage of the cooking would you add the auger to baked

apples, peach preserves, prunes? INhy?

VII. CONTRACTS----
CONTRACT D

1. Pass the mastery test.
2. Carry ou asslgninexxts given to the satisfaction of the in-

structor.
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laboratory work, notebooks, posters, home

-..-.....-- ._.

1. Fu].fjllCoritraot D.
2. Do all laboratory work with a high degree of excellence.

C01TRACTS B and A
Below are given a nwnber of assignments with their v5].ue in
points. To complete Contract B, fulfill Contract C and select
enough assignments to total 25 points. To complete Contract A,
fulfill Coutract C and select enough assignments to total 60

points.
1. Purchase for a week the fruit u8ed by your fauily. 10 points

2. Plan f or a week the breakfast fruit for your family.
Compare the cost of the fresh and dried fruits used in these
menus. 15 points
Use the following headings for an ontline----

Date served
The kind of fruit
Method of preparing
Time prepared (evening before or morning)

3. Keep an account of the fruit that various moers of your
family eat fr. a week.. Should your family spend more for
fruit? hy? 10 points

4. Prepare the fruit for the familyt s breakfast for one week.
10 points

5. Make a price list of dried fruits. 5 points
6. Write a paper on how raisins are prepared for market. 5 poInts

7. Make a report on fruit buying, using the following headings---
15 points

Name of the fruit
Points indicating good quality of the fruit
Points indicating good value
How the fruit was sold by measure, weight, or number.

8. Some fancy preparation of fruit. 5-10 points
9. An original piece of work. 5-20 points

VIII. SUGGESTED LABORAI'ORY----
1. Preparation of fresh fruit for serving.
2. fruit sauce.
3.

U stewed fruit.
4. ' dried fruit.
5. A comparison, of various brands of commercially canned fruits,

Size
Weight of the can
Contents
Quality
Cost
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CEREALS

I. TThE----approximate1y 1 week.

II. OBJECTIVES----
1. A knowledge of whit cereals are and their food value.
2. Ax appreciation of the variety of cereals on the market in

order to purchase wisely.
3 A knowledge that the food value of cereals is not dependent

upon the cost, oatmeal has a special value as an inexpensive
source of building and energy giving material.

4. A knowledge of bow oereal should be cooked, and an apprecia-
tion of the variety in prepe.ring cereal.

III. KEYWORDS----

cereals, granules, bran, endoaperm, palatable.

IV. OUTLINE 0? SUBJECT-MTBR----
1. Variety of cereals.
2. Composition and food value.
3. Value of cereals for breakfast.
4. Preparation of cereals.
5. Purohase and care of cereals.
6. 100 calorie portions of cereals.

V. ASSIG1MENTS----
Bailey, pp. 36-47.

VI. MA$TERY TEST OVER MINTh13b RUIRE1ENTS -

1. Complete understanding of the keywords.
2. What do cereals laok of being a balanced dietary? How supple-

ment?
3. why do we cook cereals?
4. What precatftions can be taken to prevent cereal from lumping

as it is cooked?
5. Ythat substance is contained in the husk of cereals?
6. How can you tell the proportion of water to use when cooking

oerea].?

7. What caiges take place as cereals 000k?

VII. CCTRACTS----
CONTRACT D
1. Pass the mastery tes±.
2. Carry out assignments to the seti

papers, reports
CaRACT C
1. Fulfill Contract D
2. Do all laboratory work with high degree of excellezce.
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CONTRACTS B and A
Below are given a number of assignments with their value in points.
To complete Contract 13, fulfill Contract C and select enough as-
signinents to total 25 points. To complete Contract A, fulfill
Contract C and select enough assignments to total 60 points.
1. Prepare and serve cooked cereal at least 3 times during 1 week.

10 points
2. Examine advertisements, bring to class statements about break-

fast cereals in which the composition or food value is men-
tioned. Be prepared to discuss the claimmade by the manufac-
turers. 15 points

3. Make a detailed study of the cost of cooked or prepared cereals.
10 points Name, grain prepared from, cost, number of ser-
vings, oost per serving.

4. Compile a list of uncooked cereals as in 3. 10 points
5. Use some left-over cereal in an attractive way. 5 points
6. Collect information on attractive ways to serve cereals. 5rd.rt

7. Write a paper on the preparation of one of the prepared
cereals. 5 points

B. Write a paper on the difference in food value ot the various
grains. 10 points

9. An original method of preparation. 5-20 pOiUt8

VIII. SUGGESTED LAB0RA0RY----
1. Preparation of various kinds of cereals.
2. Use of left-over cereal.
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Sample Copies of
instruction sheets

A STUDY OF FRUITS

Fruit is largely responsible for that "Schoolgirl Complexion".
How can fruits be used so that you can keep that complexion?

Q,UEST IONS FOR DISCUSSION

1. Why are fruits included in a breakfast menu?
2. How can we judge the quality of fruits?
3. How may fruits be served?
4. What should be considered 'when cooking fruit?
5. How does each of the following factors affect the price of

each fruits production, transportation, keeping qualities,
season, store.

REFERENCES

Bailey -------------------- Foods, Preparation and Serving pp. 25-35
Blinks and Moore ---------- Food Purchasing for the Home
Cooper, Barber, Mitchell--Nutrition in. Health & Disease pp. 190-4
Donham -------------------- Marketing and Housework Manual
Greer --------------------- Foods and. Eone Making pp. 7-47
Harris and Lacey---------- Everyday Foods pp. 8-18; 357-360
Matthews ------------------ Elementary Home Economics pp. 106-111
Monroe and Stratton------- Food Buying and Our Markets
Reeves, Trilling, Williams Problems in Food & the Family pp. 63-65

91-95; 225-228
Rose ---------------------- Foundations of Nutrition pp. 331-346
Sherman. ------------------- Food Products Ch. IX

LABORATORY EJRC ISES

1. Prepare some fresh fr'iztt in several different ways for break-
fast. Ask the teacher for the kind of fruit to use.

2. Bake a fruit. Several will be used, ask teacher for your fruit.
3. Various kinds of apples will be used to make sauce, ask the

teacher fox- the: kind you are to use. Compare finished products.
4. Cook some dried fruit. Some of the fruit will be soaked over

night and some not at all. The teacher will give you your
task. Compare.

5. Make a comparison of various brands of commercially caimed
fruits. (SIZE EIGET OF CA1 CONTENTS QUA.LITY COST)

WRITTEN EXERCISES
1. Make a list of fresh fruits giving their seasons; points of

choice in selection which indicate quality; usual cost when
in season.

2. Make a list of dried fruits in c ommon use, give points of
choice in selection which indicate quality; their present
cost per pound.

3. List fruits high in calcium; in phosphorous; in. iron. Give
best source first, etc.
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4. Make a list of' fruits which are rich in each of the vitamins.
5. P1ax the breakfast fruit to be used by your family for 1 week.

Estiniate the cost of the fruit. Is it a good proportion
for fruits?

6. Outline genera]. directions for preparing fruits. File wtth
recipes.

EXTRA PROBLEMS

1. Set up an exhibit of 100 calorie portions of five fruits.
2. Purchase for a week the fruit used by your family. Record

the costs.

3. Prepare the breakfast fruit for your family f or one week.
Report.

4. If you eat candy try substituting dried fruit as dates or
figs.

5. Keep an account of the fruit that various nembers of your
fanily eat in a week. Should your family spend more for
fruit?. Why?

6. Look up the process of preparing some dried fruit for mar-
ket.
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PREPARATION OF CEREALS

The porridge of the tbree bears* was doubtless a cooked cereal,
perhaps oatmeal. Who knows? Cereals are a very old food. The
Indians taught the early settlers in this country to use corn, an en-
tirely new cereal to our ancestors. The porridge which they called
"Indian Pudding" was nothing more than cornmeal mush. The famous
"Bag Pudding" at King Arthur's Court was a hot cereal preparation.

QUESTIONS FOR DISCIJSSION
1. What is the composition and dietetic value of cereals?
2. What principles are involved in the cooking of cereals?
3. What methods may be used for preparing breakfast cereals?
4. By what standards should a good cooked cereal be judged?
5. How may cereals be served?
6. What are some points to consider when purchasing cereals?

REFERENCES

Bailey ------------------- Foods, Preparation and Serving p. 36-47
Blinks and Moore --------- Food Purchasing for the Home pp. 42-56
Cooper, Barber, Mitchell-Nutrition in Health & Disease pp. 202-8
Greer -------------------- Foods and Home Making pp. 49-64
Harris and Lacey --------- Everyday Foods pp. 37-45; 366-368
Matthews ----------------- Elementary EmLe Economies pp. 116-119
Monroe and Stratton ------ Food Buying and Our Markets pip. 148-158
Reeves,Trilling,Williams-Problems in Food & the Family pp.73-795
Rose --------------------- Foundations of Nutrition pp. 322-331

lABORATORY EXERC ISES
1. Cook different breakfast oereals. The teacher will assii

the one with which you are to wrk. From class results com-
plete the following table for cooking cereals. File threcipes. Include methods.

KThD Q.UMTITY WATER USED TIME
Before After

2. Prepare a cereal whiâh. is served not only at breakfast but at
other meals. Does the general method of preparation vary?

ITTEN EXERCISES
1. Make an outline of the carbohydrate family, shoYng the source

of each member. Explain the use of oarbohydrate by the body.
2. Examine advertisements, bring to class statements about break-

fe.st cereals in which the composition or food value is men-
tioned. Be prepared to discuss the claims made by the manu-
facturers.

3. Read the labels on package cereals. From the similarity of
the labels can you determine what the Federal Foods and Drug
Act requires to be stated on a package?



EXTRA PROBLEMS
1. Make a detailed study of the cost of already prepared cereals.

(NAME; GRAIN PREPARE) PROM; COST; NUMBER OF SERVINGS; COST FEE
SERVING)

2. Make a detailed study of the cost of uncooked cereals.
(NAME; GRAIN PREPARED FROM; COST; NUMBER OF SERVINGS; COST PER
SERVING)

3. Prepare and serve cooked cereal at least twice during one
week.

4. Write a paper on the difference in food value of various grains.
5, Report on the conneroial preparation of a ready-to-eat cereal.
6. Collect information on attractive ways to serve cereals.
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Foods I. Fullerton Union High School

Neme Date____

I
Exhibit C
Copy of

L Final Test

Part I.

ore

Directions: .&bout half of the following statements are true and
the other half are false. Place a plus (+) sign before the ones thab
are true and a zero (0) before the ones that are false. DO NOT GUESS.

Sample:

(0) a. The cup aud saucer should be placed at the left of the dinner
plate.

(.) b. In being seated at the table and in rising from the table use
the left side of the chair.

( ) 1. An adult needs 1 pint of milk in some form daily for opiinum
health.

) 2. Greens are good sources of iron.
( ) 3. The bread and biftter spreader is placed on the individual bread

and brter plate.
C ) 4. The dinner knife should be placed at the right of the plate.

(
) 5. Fruit purchased out of season is expensive.

( ) 6. It is customary for a girl to send engraved invitations for an
informal luncheon.

( ) 7. The proteins of milk are of poor quality.
ç 8. An excess of soda will give a bitter taste to quick breads.
1, ) 9. Sprinkle cereals slowly to rapidly boiling salted water and

stir to prevent lumping.

( ) lO.The water glass is placed at the tip of the knife.

( ) ll.Cook strong flavored vegetables in a large quantity of water,
a cover on the pan.

( ) 12.The al-inking of coffee tends to crowd ont the use of milk.

( ) 13.The napkin is placed at the right of the dinner plate.



C ) i. Fruit cooked in water will hold its shape better than fruit
cooked in syrup.

( ) 15. When the ife is not in use it should be placed on the diuuer
plate.

( ) 16. A woman rises when being introdtced to a man.
( ) 17. When forks end no ]oi're a are used for a meal the forks should

be placed on the right side of the plate.
( ) 18. A tin oan bulged at the top and bottom shows spoilage W1thi

the oem.
19. Cream Soups are made on a thin white sauce basis.
20. Cabbage to be well flavored and crisp should cook 1 hour.
21. To retain the flavor in a milk vegetable, cook in a small

amount of boiling water in an uncovered pan.
( ) 2z. Then a fresh egg is the inside moves back and forth.
( ) 23 The advenbage of the hot peek method of canning is that food

is shrunk befOre it is packed and more food can be placed in
the jar.

ç ) 24. The shells of fresh eggs are smooth.
) 25. Pie fillings and ptddings are made on a medi white sauce

baais.
( ) 26. In m.b.4ng jelly from fruit juice containing a large e.3nouut of

pectin usa 1 cup sugar to every cup fruit juice.
( ) 27. Cereals are cheaper in packegó than in bulk.
( ) 28. Long, slow cooking softens the cellulose in cereals and makes

it easier to digest.
( ) 29. Chi1then should have eggs at least three thnes a week.
( ) 30. The position of all objects placed on the table should con-

formto the linesof the table.
( ) 31. There are 2 cups of flour in 1 pound.
( ) 32 When in doibt as to whether to use a fork or a spoon choose

the fork,
) 33 In the polishing of rice the minerals and vitemins are lost.
) 34. Plo is suitable for the dessert of an elaborate dinner.
) 85. Pho8phOrous is the mineral which builds the blood.

( ) 36. Oierripo fruiti are best for jelly making.
) 37. Creamed dishes are made on a thick white sauce ba8is.

( ) 38. R.S.V.P. on On invitation means an answer is required.
ç 89. Chairs should be placed just touching the table cloth.
t ) 40. One should have two servings from the protein food group at

each meal.
( ) 41. When a salad of green vegetables is the main course in a

luncheon it should be followed by a hes.'y dessert.
) 42. The protein of cereals is of exoe1lent quality.

( ) 43. Use approxImately 2 cups of water to cook 1 cup of rice.
( ) 44. Cane auger and beet sugar are identical in appearance, flavor,

chemical composition and may be used inbercliengeably.

STOP

Wait until the teacher gives the signal to start Part 11

Score:
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Part II.

Directions: Write on the line at the left of each of the following
statements the word or phrase which most correctly completes the state-
mont.

Sample:

protein The class of foodstuffs that builds and repairs
muscle tissue is

1. The daily requirement of milk for a child is_____

2. The number of cups in 1 pint is_____

3. The number of cups in 1 quart is

4. The number of tablespoons of solid material in 1 cup
is_____

5. The best food source of calcium is -.

6. The number of teaspoons in a tablespoon is -.

7. The fibrous substance lxi fruit is called_____

8. The number of niinizbes for baking muffixis is approxi-
mately_____

9. The amount of flow' used with 1 cup liquid in thick
white sauce is_____

10. The number of average sized muffins obtained from 1
cup flour is approximately_____

11. The number of minubes necessary to bake baking pow-
der biscuits is

12. The unit for measuring heat and energy is the_.

13. The number of average sized baking powder biscuits
obtained from 1 cup flour is approximately_____

14. The amount of flour used With 1 cup liquid for thin
wh±e sauce is

15. The amount of flour used with 1 cup liquid for medium
white sauce is_____

16. In regions where goitre is conmion, the soil and the
water supply lacks_____
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17. The number of tablespoons in 1/4 pound butter is____

18. The amount of fat used with 1 cup of flour for plain
pastry is_____

19. The diet of anemic people is lacking in_____

_____________20. An excess of starch and sugar is stored in the body
as

STOP

Wait until the teacher gives the signal to start Part UI.

Sooret
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PART III

Directiousz Draw a line under the response which most correctly
completes the following statement. Place its letter in the column at
he left as shown in the sample.

Sample:
Cellulose is found in
(a) vegetables (b) meat (a) candy (a) dairy products

1. Pork is obtained from
(a) steer (b) sheep (c) hog (a) lamb

2. When candy or other sweet foods are eaten, they should be
iveu
ça whenever the child wairts them (b) between meals
(a) at the beginning of the meal (d) at the end of the
meal

3. A food which may be used as a substitute for meat is
(a) cauliflower (b) bread (c) egg (a) rice

4. A low temperature is used to 000k eggs beoause it
(a) does no-b take so much gas (b) cooks the egg more

slowly (a) makes the yolk lighter (d) keeps the
egg from toughening

5. Potatoes are peeled very thin to
(a) retain the protein (b) retain all the mineral which

lies under the skin (c) save time and energy (d) make
the potato look better

6. Quick breads are done when they
(a) sing (b) cling to the finger (a) stick to the

toothpick (a) shrink from the sides of the pan

7. The greater number of calories is needed by a 14 year
old girl who
(a) walks a mile to and from school, plays tennis 1-1/2

hours daily (b) rides to and from school, watches
a tennis game daily (c) walks to and from school,
watches a tennis game daily (a) rides to and from
school, plays tennis 1-1/2 hours daily

8. Veal is obtained from
(a) steer (b) sheep (a) calf (d) hog
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9. In making mayonnaise so that there will be no separation
of the egg and oil
ça) add all the oil to beaten egg, beat until combined
(b add the oil slowly to the beaten egg, beat continuously
(c) add beaten egg slowly to the oil, beat continuously
(d) add all the beaten egg to the oil, beat until combined

10. Fruit jars are sterilized when they Imve
(a) been washed (b) boiled for 1 hour (0) boiled for 10

minutes (d) had boiling water poured over them

11. The object of all leavening is to
a) retain all the mineral matter
b) coagulate the protein
o) produce as that may be expanded by heat in a dough a

batter (a) have the starch swell

12. Vitamin A is found in
(a) milk andmilk products (b) cereal foods (o) candy
(d) bacon

13. By using milk alone to meet the daily calcium requirements
a child needs
(a) 1 cup (b) 1 pint (c) 1 quart Cd) 1 gallon

14. It is wise to eat one raw vegetable a day to si-re a source
of (a) Vitamin C (b) starch (a) Vitamin A i.a) fat

15. The proportion of liquid to flour for muffins is
(a) 1:2 (b) 1:3 (0J 1:4 (d) 2:1

16. To save the food value in spinach
(a) use a large amount of boiling water, boil until tender
(b) cook in a covered pan without adding water, stirring

often until tender
cover with cold water, boil siowly for 1 hour

(a) use boiling water, when the water is green change it,
cook until tender

17. Mutton is obtained from
(a) Sheep (b) calf Cc) iamb Cd) hog

18. Lard is the fat from
(a) beef (b) lamb (c) mutton (a) pork

19. Iron is needed in the body to
(a) build bone and teeth (b) give energy (a) stimulate

the appetite (a) form good red blood
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20. In the winter, the same amount of money will buy more
food value if spent for
(a) fresh peaches (b) canned peaches (e) dried peaches
(..d) pickled peaches

21. Cooking a steak in a frying pan with a s:inall amount of
fat is
(a) sauteing (b) roasting (o) broiling (a) boiling

22. Soup meat is cooked by
(a) roasting (b) simmering Cc) frying (d) braising

23. To make muffins of good texture
(a) add sifted dry ingredients gradually to the liquid,

beating thoroughly, bake in a hot oven
(b) add the sifted dry ingredients to the liquid all at

once.and beat thoroughly, bake in a hot oven
(c) add liquids to the sifted dry ingredients, stirring

only enough to mix, bake in a hot oven
(ci) add the sifted dry ingredients to the liquid all at

once and beat thoroughly, bake in a moderate oven

24. A suitable daily amount of moat for boys and girls about
14 is

(a) 1 pound (b) 1/2 pound (o) 2 ounces (d) 1 ounce

25. The co1bination of potatoes, rice, and pie for lunch ha
too much
(a) carbohydrate (b) acid Cc) fat (ci) protein

26. Fruit juice will jell if it contains
(a) pectin, aoid,ad minerals (b) pectin (c) pectin

and mineral (ci) pectin and acid

27. The approximate amount of flour to use for an 8 inch two-
crust ie is
(a) l/ cup (b) 1 cup (o) 1-1/2 cups Cd) 2 cups

28. Flank steak may be made more tender by
(a) searing (b) basting (a) roasting (a) scoring

2.9. When it is necessary to use bread flour in cake the product
will be better l,y adding
(a) 1 tablespoon soda to each cup of flour
(b) 1 tablespoon cornstarch to each cup flour
(c) 1 tablespoon cream tartar to each cup flour
(d) 1 tablespoon baking powder to each cup flour

30. The harder the muscle work the more one needs of foods to
(a) build Ct) provide fuel (c) regulate (d) protect
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31. The least epçnsi'v'e ort of beef fçr stew is from the
(a) plate .b) ribs 'ho) loin (a) rump

32. To make baking powder biscuits with. 2 ouz f1oi.r use
(a) 1/3 cup liquid (b) 2/3 cup liquid c) 1 cup liquid
(a) 1-1/2 cup liquid

33. Salads have a laxative effect because they contain
(a) proteins (b) cellulose, acids, and fats Cc) vitamins

and minerals Cd) carbohydrates and fats

34. A bntter cake made from 2 cups of flour will fill two
ça) 8 inch pans (b) 9 inch pans (c) 10 iuch pans
Id) 12 inch pans

35. Baking powder biscuits are baked in an oven which is
(a) slow (b) moderate hot Cd) very hot

36. In a recipe calling for 4 cups of flour and 4 eggs use
the following amount of baking powder
(a) 2 teaspoons (b) 4 teaspoons (c) 6 teaspoons Cd)

8 teaspoons

37. Sponge c'ake should be bake1 in an oven which is
(a) slow (b) moderate (o hot (d.) very hot

38. Morecalories per pound are obtained from
(a) proteins (b) starohes (C) sugars (a) fats

39. One would expect to pay less per pound for
flank steak (b) round steak (c) sirloin steak

d) porterhouse steak

STOP

Wait until the teacher gives the signal to starb Part IV

Score:
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Part IV.

Directions: Below are listed steps in the process of doing various
tasks. Indicate by 1, 2, 3, 4, 35c., the order in which you would
perform them.

1. The oonventional method of making cake
__________fold in the egg whites
__________beat the egg yolks
__________add sugar and egg yolks to the fat

measure and sift the dry ingredients
cream the fat

__________beat the egg whites
__________add the dry and liquid ingredients alternately

2. To make muffins
__________light the oven

sake
__________place in muffin tins

combine the liquid and dry ingredients
measure and sift the dry ingredients

__________combine the liquid ingredients
assemble utensils and ingredients

___________grease the pans

3. To make hot chocolate
___________assemble utensils and ingredients

mix chocolate, sugar, and salt
__________add milk
__________add, water
__________bring only to the boil
_________boil for at least 10 minutes

4. In preparing the following breakfast
oatmeal
hot chocolate

__________toast for the egg
__________poach egg
___________sliced oranges

5. To make cream of tomato soup
__________serve without heating
__________boil the tomatoes about 10 minutes
__________add the flour to fat and stir until well blended
__________melt the fat
_________add the milk
__________add the tomato to the white sauce
__________cook about 20. minutes

put tomatoes thru a strainer
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6. In removing the dishes from the table
___________serve the dessert
__________ortls removed

plaoe the needed silver
__________place any necessary serving uensi1
__________remove the general serving dishes
_________remove articles not needed for the remaining 00 see
__________remove the soiled dishes from each cover

STOP

Wait until teacher gives the signal to start Part V.

Score:
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Pert V.

1. Write on the line at the left of the foodstuffs the letter which
corresponds to their uses in the body. If of vslue for two or
three uses write the letter of each.

1.
2.

3.
4.

5.

6.

Foodstuffs
carbohydrate
water
fat
vitamins
protein
minerals

Uses in body
a. furnishes heat and energy
b. builds end repairs tissue
o. body regulator

2. Write on the line at the left of the following foods the first
letter of the foodstuff for which we most velue it. If valuable
for two or three foodstuffs write the first letter of each.

1. eggs
2. buiter
3. choose
4. meat
5. mayonnaise
6. milk
7. vegetables
5. fruits
9. cereals
lOaiuts
11 .fish

12.wholo wheat bread

c. carbohydrates
f. fat
p. protein
m. mineral
u. vitamins
w. water
r. roughage

3. Write on the line at the left of the following foods the letter
which indicates the ash yielded after the food has been burned in
the body.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

prunes
cranberries
apples
bul*er
potatoes
spinach
oranges
milk
tomatoes
eggs
ieat

bread

a. acid forming
b. base forming
n. neutral
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4. Place opposite each vegetable the letter which corresponds to the

way you would cook the following vegetables.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.
9.

10.

fresh peas
celery
potatoes
cabbage
carrots
onions
cauliflower
spinach
beets
turnips

a. a large quautity of water,

no cover.
b. a large q.zrity of water,

with a co-var.
o. a small quairbity of water3

no Cover.
d. a small qiantity of water,

with a cover.
e. no water added.

Score 2




